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OMAHA STRIKE
COMPLICATE

ture arranged by the Louisville Athwill tell the time of day to all who will
letic club for its boxing show tonight.
gaze heavenward.
FOUGHT
Both men appear to be In good trim
Arrangement of the plans are siu-for the battle, and an Interesting conthat all of the parlors, class and lectest Is expected to be the outcome.
ture rooms, etc., can be thrown In with
the main auditorium thus making It
Deal Approved.
the largest one in the city, and when
Peg Moines. Iowa, May 11. At a
packed will seat 1,2(10 people. The
plan of the portion of the auditorium Bloody Fight Bstwsen Turks meeting of the directorh of the Rock
Island Railway pystem today the Rock
will make it one of the best recital
Island-Friscdeal was approved.
halls for musicales. etc., considered
and Bulgarians.
from the standpoint of an expert, anyAttacked by Moros.
where In the west or middle states.
Manila. May 11. Straggling Moios
planned
that
The Sunday school Is so
attacked the rear guard of Capt. Pereach Individual class wll have a sep- THE NORTHERN SECURITIES CASE shing's column near Bacolad, Island of
TO
arate class room In which they can be
Mandanao. Saturday morning, wound-lnshut up by themselves, and yet for the
Lieutenant Ruggle's and one solgeneral exercises these rooms can all State of Kentucky Sues Southern dier. The guard kllle I all the attackbe thrown together, assembling the
ers.
Ova- entire
school in one large body with
Pacific for Taxes.
out the pupils leaving their seats.
Wedding In Army Circles.
On one side of the pulpit will be a
Washington, May 11. Miss Gert
choir loft for sixty singers if they are ROCK
DEAL
APPROVED rude Agnes Gibbons, a prominent
young society woman of Washington,
Pekln, May 11 The French minister in the matter of strikes, convened In needed, and on the other side will lie
Omaha, May It. The strike titua-tlo- ttement. The executive committee ot
was married today to Lieutenant
reports that Minister Conger, follow- annual session In Pittsburg today. the pastor's study. A place will also
In Omaha is further complicated National Clcvlc Federation meets In
soTurkey.
George Francis Connoly, United States this morning by the closing down f this city on Wednesday and the quesSalonica. European
ing Instructions, has notified the Chin- The delegates In attendance number be left for a pipe orgau, which the
be- - N army.
put
engagement
11.
ceremony
ciety
May
sooner
or
In
will
an
In
There
later.
performed
was
The
ese government of the assurance re- several score and represent many
eighteen of the largest laundries In the tion of reaching a settlement In the
n St. Stephen's church In the presence
tween Bulgarians and Turkish
garding Manchuria which Russia has parts of the country. The matters to will be a kitchen and pantry and ev
city, and the locking out of 500 Sun- Union Pacific matter will come up.
troops recently fought at Igaparl,
of a number of army officers and oth dry workers. This action was taken
given the United States, directly be considered are chiefly of a routine erything handy.
ers of prominence.
near Monaatir. many Bulgarians
The C. J. C. class will have two
Strike In Chicago.
through the American ambassador. character.
by the laundrymn after un extended
seventy-fou- r
were
fifty feet in length, and an arand
were
rooms
killed
Chicago, May 11. A strike of BOO
night and the recep-tlQt- t
through
AmbasMcCormlck, and also
conference
last
AT
OFFICERS
TOPEKA.
Another fight
cade will lead to a small annex which
made prisoners.
Papermakers In Annual Session.
by them of a notice from a Laun tallymen and lumber Inspectors, which
sador Casslnl, and says the Russian
will
a library and a well equip
is reported at the village of Gore- union that they do not may develop serious trouble for the
Workers'
dry
charge at Pekin has given the Chinese
Eile, Pa., Moy 11. Delegates from ped contain
Santa Fe Passenger and Freight Men
The
gymnasium.
strove, near Demlra-Hlsmar- .
country
many
for hotels, restaur- lumber Industry of the city, waa Inparts
attempt
work
from
of
and
hls
assurance.
to
officials similar
Holding Conference.
village was burned. The panic in
The building will be constructed ol
lumber
places
which have been augurated today. Seventy-fiv- e
other
and
ants
The French minister adds that the Canada and RnplaPd as well are at hydraulic cement blocks, which is
The time card room at the Santa Fe
Monastir district has not
yards throughout the city are involved.
unfair.
declared
Chinese officials are not gravely con- tending the annual meeting begun claimed to be more durable than stone N the
general offices at Topeka will be the
abated.
The men demanded Increased pay notcerned by Russia's alleged designs on here today by the International Brothscene of much work this week. A new
get
build
When
the
Methodists
the
withstanding that the scale was signed
of
Trying to Avoid Strike.
Reports
Papermakera.
of
Manchuria, being fully satisfied with erhood
arranged
to
Is
time
be
card
and all of
Ing completed and furnished It will be
11. It was stated at on January 1 for one year.
the officers show the association to be
May
Omaha,
the foregoing assurances.
the general and division superintendsplendid place to worship In, the
In a flourishing condition, and the con
CONCERTS.
The feeling here has been greatly
ents are there to assist in the work. Union Pacific headquarters today that
Denver. May 11. Efforts are being
most
In the terrl
convenient
and
best
days,
will
several
which
vention,
last
by the" official advices from
The time card room has been made negotiations were being carried on be made to arbitrate differences between
tory.
in
most
notable
the
Washington, denying the report that promises to be the
ready for the work which commenced tween President Burt, Mr. Harrlman, union men who are out and the am
There will be a main entrance on
to President history of the organization.
the Civic Federation of New York and payers, and both sides hope to be
Mr. Hay telegraphed
four
Avenue
side
doors.
The
Lead
and
Chrjv. pietro Emzi Appears at St. today, and will probably continue all
of the boHermakers of ceB8ful otherwge tne tuatloll
Roosevelt relative to the question of
through
week.
this
society hope to complete the building
Red Men of Georgia.
ana
joint action on the part of Great Britrucinu. ii tim bor circles unchanged today. A meettne
oouineru
union
meeting
In
at
Those
the
attendance
year.
Mary Hall Torrow Night.
Macn. Ga., May 11. Delegates from this
ain, Japan and the United States,
Russell, R. J. Parker, C. ing definite could be made public, how ing of the joint committee of the laare
Charles
4Mgbfthe
(i
hlevrfflflaf
DIRiDan'7mw'
which aroused serious apprehension local lodges throughout the state are
T. McClellan, F. C. Fox, J. L. Barnes ever, as to the probable result. Presi- bor unions is now In session. EveryMr. Whittlesey has plenty of work,
at the Brown house prepara
I arriving
of possible entanglements.
and H. A. Tlce, all division superln dent Kennedy of the Union Pacific thing possible will be done to prevent
tory to the opening tomorrow of the for he is a skilled man In his profes THOMAS AT COLO&SQ THURSDAY NI6HT. tendents.
It Is reported that several boilermakers stated that he believed a general strike.
'
great council meeting of the Red Men lion. He has completed plans for
COTTON MARKET.
would be
officials will be in attendance, that . some arrangement
traffic
building
Flagstaff,
In
$10,000
theater
nt
TtiA hilatnaaa nt the
flArtrvl
the
for
two
weeka
next
In
In
Alabama.
the
Strike
reached
Big Jump in Price in the London ' meeting will occupy two days and will Arizona: a (13,000 banking building
The opinion of many of the promi- among them being W. B. Biddle, settlement on all of the Harrlman
Mobile, Ala , May 11. All the boilerfreight traffic manager, and J. E. Gor
I
country,
National
is
Raton;
for
the
bank
at
in
nent
First
Market.
critics
that
this
supervision
of
De transacted under the
. ...
blacksmiths and machinists In
makers,
lines.
agent.
general
man,
Cain,
D.
I
E.
freight
m auv a 20,000 banking building for the
i
New York., Miiv, 11. The wildest i itrear sacnem 01 r,
i.
Pietro Buzzl is ,the beat Italian
juna
ueurKia
i.
the employ et the Mobile, Jackson a
western
superintendent
of
the
general
ocseason
Alamogordo.
bank
in
thla
cotton
who
theUnited
National
at
has Wared
excitement
First
brio tenor
ney of Columbus.
Southern Pacific Strike Postponed.
Kansas City railway company In thla
"For the Santa Fe system be hag plan States. Chev. Buczt's first success In grand division, will also be there with
curred today when an enormous covMay" 11. Ralph M. city struck today. The men demand.
New
York.
superintendent.
division
his
ering movement was started by an unned the Grand Canyon hotel; a hotel the United 8tates goes back to 1892
Bach Festival Open.
They
The principal changes in the new Easley, secretary of the Civic Federa- 93.05 per day of ten hours.
suspected advance of 11 and 14 points
Bethlehem, Pa., May 11. Throngs of and station at Laguna, and also a ho when he scored a hit in the Metrepoli
received a have been receiving $2.95..
had
he
on
that
putting
announced
of
the
will
tion
the
be
card
time
by
heavy
sales
Liverpool,
tan ia New York in his rendition of
attended
music loving visitors are here for the tel and station at Raton.
in
Southern Pacific
Injunction Wanted.
of spot In the English market.
Lucia de Lammermoor. In the same Colorado Flyer and the taking off of telegram that the
third Bach festival to be held this
postponed
Memphis, May 11. C. O. Bond, thn
Odd Fellows' Orphanage.
season he was engaged as leading ten the daily California limited. Several threatened strike had been a settleThe local market responded with an week. The Moravian church will be
for
give
time
days
to
changes
to
be
made
are
fifteen
Lynchburg, Va., May 11. The Odd or for the grand opera season in the other minor
attorney of the Mobile ft Ohio
advance of 15 and 24 points on the the scene of the opening tonight and
of the South- district
company, with headquarter
Railroad
more active counts, high records in all the feature will be the cantata "Sleep Fellows' Orphanage recently, com Tlvoll In San Francisco, where he prov and it Is said that some other local ment. The boilermakers
new card ern Pacific were to have gone on at Jackson, Tenn., today went befora
ers Wake, a Voice Is Calling," Nlcolal's pleted here, was formally dedicated to ed himself a true interpreter of the trains might be added. The
cases being made.
will go into effect on June 4.
strike today out of sympathy with the Judge Hammond, of the federal court,
The music of Italian opera.
hymn, composed by Bach day with interesting exercises.
The heaviest transaction this season three-stanzIb a rumor that the presence striking Union Pacific machinists who
There
twenty-seventprominent
participants
speaker
way
and
Is
now
toSunday
Buzzl
on
to
waa
Chev.
and prayed for an Injunction restrain
for the
his
after
recorded
during the same time
included Rev. P. M. Bell and Congress Costa Rica to fill an engagement with of the traffic officials at the same time have een out for about six months. ing the striking employes and others
Trinity.
day.
man Carter Glass, who delivered the the famous Lombard! Opera company. with the operating officials is indica- Senator Hanna, acting for the Civic from Interfering. In any manner with
The festival scheme this year is
PRESIDENT IN FRISCO.
and Grand He will give a concert at St. Mary's tive of important changes which are Federation, asked that this sympathet- the operation of trains on the. Mobile
unit In Idea, presenting in logical se presentation addresses,
quences the chief events in the life of Master Hill, who made the speech ot hall on Tuesday night. May 12, assist likely to be made In the handling of ic strike be postponed, pending efforts- ft Ohio railroad In the state of TenWestern Metropolis Will Give Roose- Christ.
acceptance on behalf of the order. ed by the best local talent. Some of freight. The Santa Fe is trying to of the federation to bring about a set- nessee. Judge Hammond Issued a revelt Grand Reception.
Large delegations of Odd Fellows the most difficult selections In his wide economize on its operating expenses,
straining order effective until WednesSan Francisco, May 11. Everything
were present from Richmond, Dan- repertory will be given.' During the and help out its financial showing, and
CAR BUILDERS.
day, May 13, when he will hear appliMASTER
WILL
BUILD.
METHODISTS
is in readiness for the reception of
ville, Roanoke, Vetersburg and other evening he will sing In four lan the report is that the conference to be
cation for injunction.
President Roosevelt, who is due to arcities.
guages. The concert comes as a rare held here Is to promote this result.
tomor2:15
at
Francisco
San
in
WILL VISIT SCOTLAND.
rive
treat to Albuquerque music lovers.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
row afternoon.
Unions Taking a Vote.
They Are Holding Their Annual MeetAvenue Congregation So Oe
Lead
King Edward Will Spend a Week In
Two and a half days will be spent
Thomas Concert.
St. Louis, May 11. Employes of the
Edinburgh,
D.
Al.
James
Coleman
will
assist
V
here, and during that time the presiF.
St.
Thomas,
Edward
company,
Louis
Here
the
talented
who are
Today.
Transit
cided at Meeting Yesterday.
ing
London, May 11. So many yearn
dent will be the center of numerous
members of Division No. 315, Ama'ga-mate- basso of Washington, D. C, will give Eakln at the wholesale liquor estab
have elapsed since a British sovereign
public functions and features of enterAssociation of Street Railway a farewell concert Thursday evening, llshment of Mellnl ft Eakln, during the
Italy.
In
Messrs
absence
of
held court in the ancient and historic
former
the
May
employes
14,
Colombo
hall.
Mr.
of
at
tainment.
America,
on
Thomas
voting
are
WHITTLESEY PLANS ADOPTED.
LIST OE THOSE PRESENT.
palace of Holyrood that the visit of
The program calls for several public
the advisability of submitting to the has gained the good will of the people Mellnl and Cornetto left last Saturday
the king and queen to Edinburgh thla
receptions, a banquet, a drive through
company the following demands:
and delighted audiences in nearly ev night for New York, They will sail for
Recognition of the unlm, a revision ery church In the city, appearing In Italy on Thursday, April 14, and will
Golden Gate park to the ocean beach
The Lead Avenue Methodist Church
The master car builders of the great week Is attracting great attention
and participation in the dedication ot society, which is the most flourishing of hours and wag-3- . arbitration on all many home musicals and assisting In lie gone several months.
Santa Fe system are holding their an throughout the kingdom. Aa previous
L. L. Henderson Is the new freight nual meeting in Albuquerque today. ly announced, the royal couple will not
many noteworthy concerts. Albuquer
the Y. M. C. A. building, the naval one of that denomination in the terri differences and reinstatement of
monument In Union Square and in the tory, uas outgrown its present quar
people will turn out bill collector for W. L. Trimble ft Co., The meeting opened at 9 o'clock this remain at Holyrood, but will stay at
employes, members of Divis- que's music-lovinannual state encampment of the Grand ters. At the Sunday morning service ion No. 315. The transit company em- In full force and show their apprecia- and Is being Introduced around by J. morning In the reading rooms of the Dalkeith palace, the Scotch country
Army of the Republic of California and the drawings of Architect Charles F ploys 3,000 men, the majority said to tion of Mr. Thomas' services. Musici- H. Pegue. The latter will attend to local shops, and the attendance was seat of the Duke and Duchess of Buc- Representatives from all the cleuch, about six miles distant from
ans of Mr. Thomas' ability are live fac- "chasing" the wagons and hacks, the good.
Nevada.
Whittlesey, who drew the plans for be members of the union.
Thousands of persons from all over the now famous Alvarado hotel of this
tors In advancing and stimulating pu- combining of the two duties being car shops that are maintained by the the Scotch metropolis, and which has
Indiana G. A. R.
found a little bit too much for one man system are here, and the two days' been placed at their disposal by the
pils to great efforts.
the state are arriving in the city to city, were accepted.
Anderson, Ind., May 11. Nearly evto
handle with Justice to the firm.
AlbuIs
required
No
see the president, and the outpouring
for
introduction
session will be of great advantage to duke for the purpose. But they will
The Lead Avenue Methodist church ery one In Anderson Is making prepaHenry Hall, the Washington corres all.
drive into Edinburgh every day and
tomorrow will be very great.
has a membership near the 300 mark rations for the annual encampment of querque's talented favorites who will
and
Pittsburg
Times,
pondent
of
hold courU and levees at Holyrood.
the
They
Mr.
Mr.
are:
matThomas.
assist
are
to
car
discuss
builders
The
and the financial condition of its treas the Indiana Department of the Grand
PRESIDENT IN CALIFORNIA.
Ma-blPittsburg,
are
C.
Hall,
also
of
Richard
tenor;
Douglas
Mrs.
Walker,
John
pertaining
department,
to
ters
their
ury warrants the new building; be Army
"
In Aid of Klahlneff Jews.
of the Republic. Extensive decStevens Himoe, piano; Mr. Robert in the city, arriving last Saturday the ways and means and methods of
Roosevelt Is Receiving Ovations at Ev- sides it has hustling officers and mem orations are being prepared, and alMay
11.
expected
Is
New
York,
It
Pittsburg
gentlemen
night.
left
The
the Santa Fe, and other systems. The
ery Stopping Place.
bers, who will raise the money need ready the city is putting on its gala at- T. Blair, violin; Mr. Joseph Blondln,
cello; Mr. Edward Grunsfeld, piano; on April 1, and have traveled through two days' discussion will be of a tech that a large sum will be realized for
Reception at San Jose.
ed.
Inof
officers
of the
tire. Some
the
Pecos nical nature, and Is of little interest the relief of the persecuted Jews of
San Jose, Cal.,May 11 From Parajo
The pastor, Rev. F. V. Fisher, and diana Department of the Woman's Re- Mr. John E. McKenna, banjo; Prof Dl Oklahoma, Indian Territory,
will
leave except to railroad men.. Many of the Klshlneff (Bessarabia) by the united
territory,
valley,
and
this
orchestra.
Maurio's
full
the president went to Santa Cruz, a other leading lights of the congrega lief Corps, with guests of note arrived
tonight for the Grand Canyon of Arlx- - excellent cars used by the Santa Fe action of the leading Jewish merpicturesque city and seaside resort on tion, began canvas today for the $12 today and were given a
brilliant recep
MERGER CASE.
ona. After a few days' stay at this people are of their own make. The chants of New York In donating 2 per
the northeastern shore of Monterey 000 that will be required and these tion by the local veterans. The crowd
cent of their gross receipts today to
great
wonder, they will return to this
bay, where the party remained until gentlemen feel confident that before is expected
Northern Securies Appeal Case Dock- city and thence to Santa Fe, expecting larger car trtiops are located at Tope ward the cause. This method of conto arrive tomorrow.
ka. Kan.. Teiiiple, Tex.: San Bernar
noon. Several thousand people throng the month of June is over the required
eted in Supreme Court.
response to
to reach Pittsburg about the first of
Albuquerque, Chicago and tribution was adopted in
ed the streets through which the presl sum will have been subscribed.
Society of the Caribbean Dinner.
Washington, May" 11. The record In June. Henry Hall is gathering Infor- dino, Cal.;
appeal
Issued by Professor Richard
an
Francisco.
San
dent was driven on his way to the
New York, May 11 In oommemora the case of the United States vs. the
"New Church League" waa also
or the late Rabbi Gottheil
write-up- s
of the trip, and
General Superintendent T. M. Rams Gotthell, son
beach and along the cliffs facing the formed during yesterday morning ser- tion of the gallant fight of the torpedo Northern Securities company, recently mation for
Amgood dell, of the Santa Fe system, Is
some
secured
afternoon
this
here and president of the Federation of
Pacific. On the way to San Jose the vice and over a hundred names were boat WInslow on May 11. 1898, the So decided by the United States corcuit
pointers from Delegate Rodey.
is taking an active interest In the erican Zionists.
and
party made a brief stop at Felton to added to the roll. The purpose of the ciety of the Caribbean will give Its an
court for the district of Minnesota adIast Saturday The Citizen mention- gathering and discussions. Those who The same movement is on foot all
visit the grove of redwood trees league will be to raise money for the nual dinner at the Cafe Martin this versely to the Securities company,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bar-ne- are In attendance today are:
over the country, and it Is anticipated
which has made that part of the Santa new building. As a starter and to evening. This society is a body of reached the United States supreme ed the return of
from southern California, and in
J. A. Staple, S. N. Peck, M. Manson, that a fund sufficiently large to relieve
Cruz mountains well known to trav show their loyalty the C. J. C. Sunday eitists and writers who sketched and court today In an appeal and was dock
connection stated that the father of Topeka; S. D. Woods, Newton, Kan.; the sufferings of the Kishenlff Jews
elers. At San Jose, which was reach' school class of young men started the reported (hat part of the Spanish war eted No. 9639. The
covers al- Mr. Harnett had died at Saginaw, W. H. Taylor,
record
Raton. N. M.; C. Young. will be raised within the next week.
ed during the afternoon, the president list by pledging $1,000, while the Ep- - which took place In and around Cuba, most 1,700 printed pages
and confined
was tendered an ovation. Tomorrow worth league added $500. The young Lieutenant Commander John P. Per largely to the testimony. As the call Mich., while he was away from this Temple, Tex.; Fred B. Relnhard, ChiFlour and GrainRates Reduced.
city. Today Mr. Barnett informed cago; J. A. Whiteside, Richmond, Cal.;
he will proceed to San Francisco.
sters, not to be outdone by their eld niiudou of the United PtaS m navy la to of the docket has been suspended for
Chicago, May 11. The reduction In
83 J. W. Matty,
was
father
his
Citizen
that
The
Fort
Madison,
J.
Iowa;
Chicago and
ers In loyalty, said they would ralBe be tho gue9t of honor at the dinner the present term, the case cannot be years old,
and he regretted very much W. Hathaway, Pueblo, Colo.; W. N. grain and flour rates from
President's Train.
$2(M), so that $1,700 was raised In very this evening.
points on the Mississippi and Missouri
called before next October.
alfuneral,
the
attend
Paraje, Cal., May 11. The presiden
not
did
he
that
Whltefleet, Needles, Cal.; J. P. Powtime.
though no fault of his. A telegram, In- ers, El Paso, Tex ; II. N. Calderwood, rivers to the Atlantic seaboard bePolice Chiefs in New Orleans.
tial train left Del Monte at 8 o'clock short
Big Suit.
came effective today, and will remain
Architect
Whittlesey
was
found
thl
New Orleans, La., May 11. Many
this morning. At Paraje a stop of ten morning at
Argentine, Kan.
Louisville, Ky., May 11. A suit for forming him of his death, was wired
While
In force until September 30.
his office busy at work, bu chiefs of police, commissioners, detec
was
Saginaw.
It
minutes was made, during which the
from
Albuquerque
to
wives
The
of several of the master the reduction amounts to only lVfc
1 1,000 ,0i0 taxes was filed today by the
Angeles
to
president made a short address to the he found time to tell The Citizen rep tives and others have arrived here pre state of Kentucky against
Ixs
builders accompanied them to this rents a hundred pounds, It Is sufficient
the South from here transmitted
resentative about the new church paratory to attending the international
crowd collected at the station.
and thence to Santa Catalina. When city. All are quartersd at the Alva- to enable the millers of the
building. The new building will cost convention of chiefs of police, which em Pacific railroad, j
northwest
the telegram reached the latter place rado. The meeting will close tomor to compete with foreign millers using
$10,000 and the furnishings $2,000. It openB tomorrow
No Strike In Theirs.
Nearly 600 delegates
In
mountains
was
vs.
the
out
row
night.
Mr.
Barnetth
Kitty.
General Superintendent American grain.
Ferns
Pittsburg, Pa, May 11. The su is to be built on Tudor Gothic style are expected. Most of them are to be
Ixiulsville, Ky., Mj 11. A twenty and it was four days after the death of Ramsdell when seen by a Citizen rep
preme council of the American Order and will be 100x90 feet, with a mas- accompanied by their families. Elab
round go betwfin
artin Duffy, the bis father that the news reached him. resentative this afternoon said that
Thos. G. Pratt, shipping clerk for
of Steam Engineers, an organization sive central tower seventy-sevefeet orate programs of entertainment have Chicago welterweii t, and "Rulie" As soon as he can straighten out some the discussions that had taken place Gross, Kelly & Co., who has been on
high.
unique among American labor bodies
This tower will probably con- been arranged. The visitors spent to- Ferns, who recentlv nocked out Mat- - local affairs, Mr. Barnett will visit would be of very little Interest to the the sick list for several days,
is able to
by reason of its extreme conservatism tain a chime of bells and a clock that day
ty Matthews at Hun.i
general public,
is the star fea- - his old home at Saginaw.
be at his desk again.
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INJURKEY

Effectually Checks Invasion
of Chinese Territory.

No End in Sight of Many

EXCITEMENT IN THE COTTON MARKET

KING

President Roosevelt to Be Given an

Raising a Fund to Relieve Persecuted Jews
Flour and Grain Rates Reduced.

Labor Troubles.

tion In San Francisco.

VISIT SCOTLAND

EDWARD

ISLAND-FRISC-
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sight-seeing-
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THE AL&IIQUEBQI1E

Spring Winds Are Disagreeable!
They cause your face and hands to chap. Our Almond Pen
soln and Wit. li IImzpI Civ am Is a VVONDKK. Ladies
become enthusiastic over it. If you haven't tried it, do so.

ALVAHADO PHARMACY,
B. n. BRIU05 & CO.. Proprietor
Automatic 'Phono 397

Colorado, 'Phone 48

jUbUllUfrqUe
HUGHES
TltoB.

T

tMlljJ

irtjrq

McCRElGHT, Publisher

gress to surrender and Inspired terror
among the blockaders In Hampton
Roads.

That President Roosevelt is quick
Editor
and City Editor to recognize bravery is shown by his
sending gold medals to eight men of
Published Dally and V.'eekly.
Kincardine, Ontario, who risked their
lives to rescue the crew of an American schooner which was wrecked In a
union(M LABEL
gale off that coast some time ago.
HuihH

W. T. MoCreltat....MT.

A papyrus roll containing an ode
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY written by Tlmotheus, the Greek poet.
and describing the battle of Salamus,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE was recently discovered at Abuslr,
Egypt. The manuscript dates back
Associated Press Afternoon Dispatches to the fourth century before Christ,
Largest City and County Circulation and is claimed to be the oldest Greek
Tho Largest New Mexico Circulation manuscript known at the present time.
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation
Two men start down the street In
Coptaa of this paper may be found on perfect step. All's well. Something
In tbe office of our
la at Washing-toaiMHdal cor7pondent, E. Q. Biggera, tig blocks their way. They stop or start
around on opposite sides. When they
atrent N. V,.. Washington D. C.
start off together again it Is in broken
Torma of Subscription.
step. Soon they bump shoulders and
Daily, by mall, one year, In ad- then and then and then. So, In the
ranee
.....$5.00 family, In church. In school, in busi
50 ness, In society, In the town, city, naDally, by aaall, one month
Dally, by carrier, one month
60 tion and among nations.
Catch the
20 step, neighbors, and keep it.
Dally, by carrier, one week
Weekly, by mall, one year
2.00
The Los Angeles Express has erect
The Dally Cltlten will be dellrered
tn the city at the low rate of 20 cents ed a fine office building and made
per week, or tor 60 cents per month, many other improvements. The Exwhen paid monthly. These rates are press Is well liked In New Mexico and
than thosa of any ether dally pa- - Arizona, having upon every occasion
' In the territory.
proven a friend to these territories.
There is a little weekly newspaper
SUBSCRIBERS will confer a faror on in this city whose only distinction Is
The OlUsen by notifying ns Immedl that it has never told the truth in any
ately of any
of the pa instance and that It has never publishper.
ed a kind word about anybody during
its whole worthless existence.

DAlLi CITIZEN,

the spring was cleaned out by A. R.
Graham In 1893, several skeletons were
found, one of an Indian squaw. The
skeletons were those of Indians, evidenced by the high cheek bones. At
least one of them Is accounted for by
C. C. Conrad, the man In charge of the
bath house. He says while in Silver
City several years ago he met a discharged soldier, one of the old timers,
who showed Com ad a diary which he
had kept dining his service In the
army, back In 1850. On one of the
pages he told of being In a cavalry
squad from Fort Seldon to warn an old
Dutch settler and his wife, then living
on the west side of the hot spring, of a
band of Apaches which was headed
that way. The squad camped at the
spring that night and early next morning before daybreak were Joined by a
party from Plnos Altos. Shortly after daybreak the band of Apaches, not
knowing of the presence of the sol
diers, swooped down from the surrounding hills and were met with a
They immediately
warm reception
turned and fled, leaving one lone In
dian, badly wounded. One of the soldiers, spying him, ran and picked him
up, carried him to the spring, and, before any one tould Interfere, chucked
him Into the boiling caldron. He was
court martialed for the offense, but
was acquitted. The Indian's skull, or
at least a skull which was taken from
the spring, may now be seen in the
Whttehill collection at the hotel.
Revelation.
If you wilil mane inquiry It will be
a revelation to you how many succumb
to kidney troubles In one form or
another. If the patient is not beyond
medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure will
cure. It never disappoints. Alvarado
Pharmacy.
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Cents
This Means Silver at
an Ounce.
From persons closely In touch with
the official circle of Mexico, it Is learn
ed that it Is the purpose of that government to permanently establish the
value of Its silver dollar at 50 cents
on the dollar gold. That Is the proposition with which the monetary com
mission will have to deal and within
the next few months, it is stated, the
Mexican dollar will be worth 60 cents
gold in any part of the world. The
monetary census, completed a short
time ago, shows that there are 60,000,-00silver dollars In circulation In Mex
ico, and when the value of each Is advanced to 50 cents It will cause a phenomenal change in the business situation. This means that the price of silver will go to 64 cents an ounce.
Sixty-Fou-

y

r
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PURE BLOOD.
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1882

110$

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Proper care of the otomsch will
In the making of plenty of rich, Sole Agents for
Casino Canned Goods,
rea Diood and the upbuilding or the enJas. Heekln Y Co. 'a Coffees,
tire system. If your stomach Is disGranite Flour.
ordered and the blood impure take a
few doses of Hostetter's Stomach BitStaple and Fancy Groceries
ters. It Is the best stomach medicine
and blood purifier In the world, and
114 South Second Street
will also cure Dizziness. Belching, Indigestion, Dyspepsia and Malaria. Be Hllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth
sure to try It For sale by druggists.
'a

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
have been appointed
reserve and assumed
May 1. .Bert Snyder
been recommended
as ranger June 1.

rangers on the
their new duties
of Dry Creek has
for appointment

From a Cat Scratch,
on the arm, to the worst sort of a
burn, sore or boll, DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve Is a quick cure. In buying
Witch Hare Salve, be particular to get
DeWitt's--thi- s
is the salve that heals
without leaving a scar. A specific for
blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
.iles. Sold by B. H. Urlggs & Co., 8.
Vsnn A Son.
GRABS WOMAN

O.ders Solicited.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UN8UR PASSED FACILITIES
THE

MASONS DISCARD WINE.
It all men were as good as they ex
pect others to be, what a glorious
Recently the grand commandery ol
world this would be to live In.
the Knights Templar of California de
cided by a unanimous vote that here
President Diaz is the one executive after no wine should be served at Tern
who will not permit either organiza- plar banquets. This action is in line
tion of capital or labor to kill indus- with a similar course being pursued by
try In his country.
Masons in all parts of the country. The
Masons are a powerful order and their
The report of the comptroller of the example cannot but have an Influence
currency shows individual deposits in society generaly.
aggregating $3,168,275,260 In national
The habit of drinking wines at banbanks of the United States.
quets has already been discarded in

many quarters. Many guests do not
for It and simply drink it because
termined to erect a new church edifice, others do. But there is no point at
The old church building was erected in which the temperance movement could
1881, and was the second in the new have more of an effect for good. Those
city.
who attend them are usually supposed
to bo more or less prominent in the
Colorado has set the pace in de- community and example counts for
manding guarantee from the St. Louis much.
fair management that robbery will
not prevail during the exposition
SUCCESS.
months.
Somebody has said that every hu
man being
to succeed. Each
Bight times as many men and boys one of us desires
is trying to make life a sucare killed and Injured annually In the cess, a
well rounded out,
autthraclte mines of Pennsylvania as beautiful affair, so
that when the evenwere killed In the Spanish-Americaing of our earthly day comes we can
war.
look back and feel that we have not
lived in vain. The law that water shall
California's output of gold has been seek its level is no more
absolute than
by
orange.
golden
outdone
ber
The is the other law that we seek suc
output of the former last year was cess.
fl7.000.000, and of oranges $18,000,-000- .
Success in this world hinges upon
moral earnestness.
We fail because
we do not mean to succeed; we all
A new financial system is to be tried want to succeed, but many lack
the
la China. The population has Increas- grim resolve, the grit, the courage
and
ed, to such an extent that the money
the nerve to succeed.
baa to be cut Into smaller denominaFaint heart never won fair anything.
tions.
Fortune loves to place the laurel
crown upon the brow of the brave,
If President Roosevelt's popularity while from the cringing coward
she
in the west continues to grow apace, it turns away in supreme disdain. It is
will not make much difference wheth the brave that gets the best out of
er the trust magnates of tbe east op- life; the coward must be content to
pose his
or favor it.
feast upon what is left.

The Methodists

of

this city have de care

fu!l-orbe-

The Immense indirect cost of wars
are illustrated by the fact that the
war cost over a mil
lion a day for over a year, although
the hostilities occupied but three
Spanish-America-

months.

n

passed a quiet Sabbath at the
Hot Springs.
Professor Jones
made a careful examination of the
spring, aud while rummaging around
among the debris taken out of the
spring came across a piece of human
jaw bone containing several molars
in a good state of preservation.
When
Fay-woo-

d

The Presbyterians have voted overwhelmingly for creed revision, and at
HOT SPRINGS
the next general assembly it Is cer- JEMEZ o SULPHUR
LINE.
tain that some changes will be made Carries the STAGE
a. man; only line with
in harmony with the advance of mod- a change of U.
en route; good rigs,
stock
ern thought.
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every day in
except
The darkest day of the war of seces- Sunday, at 6 a. m.theForweek,
particulars
sion was that of March 8, 1862, when address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
the rebel Ironclad ram Mtrrlmac sank Albuquerque, or J. ti. BLOCK, prothe Cumberland, compelled the Con- - prietor, Jemes, N. M.

ness.

it:
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When I first commenced using Ir. Pierce's
.
writrs Mrs. licorice A. Strong, of
Csoscvoort. tiiimloga Co., H. Y.
1 was suffering from frinalr weakness, a duagrrralrie drain
brariiig-dowpains, weak and lired feeling all
the tune. 1 dialed around in that way for
two year, then 1 Wgau taking your medicine.
After taking the first buttle I began to feel
better. I took 'our tulles of Ir. Heice Favorite Prescription, two of Uolden Medical Discovery,' one vial of the ' Pleasant relicts.' also
used one bottit of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
Mow I feel lik. a new person. 1 can't thauk you
enough for your kind advice aud the good your
mediciue has done inc.

J.

" Favorite Prescription " makes weak
women strong, sick women well. Accept no substitute for tbe medicine which
works wonders for weiik women.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the
most desirable laxative for delicate
women.

M. flOORE
(EST ABL1 SHED 188$.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

A. SKINNER

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

ABSTRACT OF TITLE TO BERNA! ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE VOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES LAI
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

PIONEER BAKERY

AND

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

JOE RICHARDS,

Next Deer to First National stank.
New Telephone tZL

CIGARS
li &b

West Railroad Avenue.

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
LP. HALL, Proprietor

New Phone 162. Old Phone 69
Residence, New Phone 363.

...J. W. EDWARDS...
The Veteran

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY 8IDE RAILROAD TRACK

...Undertaker and Embalmer...
Years Actual Experience
License No. 100 by the State
Board of Health of Kansas.
18

THE JOHN BECKER CO.

Office and Parlors
307 W. RAILROAD AVENUE

Roller Mills and Elevator

Open Day and NighL

t
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When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell

Early Risers

The famous little pills.

Wheat, write to

THE JOHN BEOKEK CO., Props.

BELEN, N. M

LAWYERS.
C. Kodey
,
ATTORNET-AT-LAWAlbuquerque, N.
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will prao-tle- e
In all courts of the territory and before tha United States land office.
Ira M. Bond
4! F street N. W.,
Washington, D. C. Pensions, lands, patents, copyrights, cavlata, letters patent
trade marks, claims.
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

William D. Lee
ATTORNET-AT-I.AOffice, room T. N.
T. Armljo building. Will practice In al.
tha courts of the territory.
R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, K.
First National Bank building.

ATTORNET-AT-T.A-

Cheap California Trip

Frank W. Clancy
ATTOTVSEY-AT-I.Arooms t and I, N.
T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.

In Pullman Tourist Sleeper daily on fast train, with pleasant people.
Save money and travel comfortably. Personally conducted
excursions in charge of experienced agent,

E. W. Dobson
Office,

Cromwell

ly

John rl. Stlngts
ATTORNET-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

Inqulr

Cromwell block.

PHYSICIANS.
Di. J. E. Bronson
Homeopats.o physician.
Rooai It,
Wbltlng Block

-

Albuquerque

Bernard

block, Albuquerque, N. M.

I

Summer Salt

Edmund J. Alger, O. O. 8.
Railroad avenue.
Office hours, t:M
a. mfl to 12:80 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to i p. m.
Telephone 4S2. Appolntmenta made by
fnall.

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

i

Get Your

80S

M. Office.

M.

ffaCrPCrOttrXrTXHX

McElhany of Trinidad Saves a WM. GOETTING aV CO., Proprietors.
Life and Gets a Sprained Wrist.
A special from Trinidad, Colo., says:
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Had It not been for the brave action 8ausage making a specialty.
of C. D. McElhany, a runaway on Main
street about 6 o'clock this evening,
J.
would have resulted seriously.
A
Dealer in
spirited horse attached to a buggy belonging to Alfred Brown, dashed down
Main street, which was crowded with
vehicles. Mrs. Frank Wells and an
other lady were driving up the street
when they saw the horse coming. Mrs. 206 WEST KAILROAD
AVENUE
Wells' companion jumped out of the
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
buggy and she attempted to do like
wise, but her skirts became entangled
in the wheel. Tbe frightened animal
SIMON BALLING, Proprletsr.
was almost upon her when McElhany
Successor to Balling Bros.
dashed Into tbe street, grabbed Mrs.
vV eacung : Cake : a : Specialty
Wells around the waist and dragged
vVe desire patronage, and we
her to a place of safety just as the
v
guarantee first-clas-s
baking.
two vehicles collided.
Albuquerque, N. M.
McElhany sustained a sprained wrist 107 S. First St.,
but was otherwise unhurt.

medicim-i-

N.

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

C. D.

There
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. 8.
have been
N. T. Armljo building, room 2. Office
times when hours, 8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
the wild m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
beasts have
Automatic 'phone 157; Old
been more mall.
merciful 'phone 62.

weakening drains, heals inflammation
and ulceration, and cures female weak-

ALBUQUERQUh,

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. 8. OTERO, President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P, and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Aest Cashle.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
A, M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
W. A. MAXWELL

t07 Wast Gold Avenue.

DENTIST8.
W. V. Wolvln, D. D. 8.,
Dental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific
Railroad, Grant Block, Albuquerque,
N. M. Both 'Phones.

than
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Free Delivery

The Union
Market

PROFESIONAL CARDS

spared tbe woman
cast to them in the arena. It is astonishing how little sympathy women have
for women. In the home the mistress
sees the maid with the signs of suffering
she recognizes so well, but she does not
lighten the sick girl's load by a touch of
her finger. In the store tbe forewoman
sees the pallor aud exhaustion which
When William Randolph Hearst vismark womanly weakness, but allows
JONES AT FAYWOOD.
nothing for them. It is work or quit.
its the New Mexico fair next October,
Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription
bis boom for the presidency will be An Interesting Story of the Boiling of
makes
weak women strong and sick
gin. If be Is good he can get the solid
an Apache Indian.
women well, by curing the womanly
Mex-IcoProf. F. A. Jones of the United diseases which undermine
democratic delegation from New
the health
States geological survey, who Is tak- and sap the strength. "Favorite
Preing a mining census of New Mexico, scription " establishes regularity, dries

COMMERCE

FROM DEATH.

The Best Liniment,
"I have derived great benefit from
the use of Chamberlain's Pain Balm
for rheumatism and lumbago," says
Mrs. Anna Hagelgans, of Tuckahoe,
N. J. "My husband used it for a sprained back and was also quickly relieved.
In fact it Is the best family ljnlment
A Lesson In Health.
I uave ever used. I would not tuuik
impurities
He. lthy kidneys filter the
from the blood, and unless they do c.s of being wthout it. I have recommendgood health is Impossible. Foley's Kid- ed to many and they always speak
ney Cure makes sound kidneys and very highly of It and declare Its merits
will possitlvely cure all forms of kid- are wonderful.' For sale by all drugney and bladder diseases. It strength gists.
ens the whole system. Alvarado Phar
Annual meeting German Baptist
macy.
Brethren, Bellefontalne, May 30 to
June 4, 1903 One fare plus $2; on sale
FOREST RESERVE MATTERS.
May 27, 28, 29, 30 and June 1; limit,
Rangers Don Their New Uniforms June 6. For further Information call
May 1 in Accordance With Land Of at the ticket office.
flee Regulation.
Keep Cool.
R. C. McClure, supervisor of the
We have all kinds of ice boxes and
Gila forest reserve, returned to Silver refrigerators, made by reputable manuCity from an extended tour of the facturers.
Popular prices, cash or
range. Mr. McClure says the reserve time at W. V. Futrelle Furniture comIs in good condition and the grass fine pany, corner Second and Coal.
with plenty of water. He says he found
We can supply your wants in oil
large patches of snow in tbe Mogollon
mountains, knee deep to a horse and cloth, and linoleum. The largest stock
that the prospects for plenty of water to select from at Albert Faber's 305
Commencing Railroad avenue.
this season are good.
last Friday, May 1, the rangers of the
reserve, including the supervisor, who putWe are now prepared to make and
on rubber tires on baby buggies.
ranks as captain, donned their new Albuquerque
Cycle and Arms Co.
uniforms in accordance with a new
ruling of Land Commissioner Rich
There is such a thing as a piano barards. Mr. McClure leaves May 11 for gain. We have decided to sell all our
Las Vegas to attend United States used and traded In pianos at figures
court in the case of the United States that justify us in advertising piano
vs. Margarlto Romero for trespass on bargains. Call and investigate.
the Pecos reserve.
George F. Will
o
Subscribe for The Citizen.
iams and John Mundy, both of Alma,

JC
bumsn beings, and

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND 80LICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPI TAL, $100,000.00.

0

An official of the Postal Telegraph
company says that on July 4, In connection with the opening of the new
cable to the insular possessions of
the United States, an effort, which
now gives promise of success, will be
made to circle the globe in forty sec
onds. The message will be sent from
the main office of the company in New
York, and It Is to be hoped will be
The principal industry of El Paso received on the opposite side of the
appears to be damage suite against room within forty seconds after the
operator sends it on the other.
railroads.

BANK

K4

To
Los Anpeles,
San Francisco

of local

ss.nt

Santa Fe

You will

like tbe

Service

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY MAY 11
REVISING TIME TABLE.

R.ailroad Topics
for the Illegal concession
This question will
be taken before the Commission for
settlement with the others raised In
the same connection.
The general opinion among railroad
men. however, Is that there Is no help
under the interstate commerce law
for the condition which has been described. The provisions relating to rebates, discriminations and secret rates
will hardly apply to brokers and peo
pie outside of the transporting corporations. If this Is established there
will probably be a move for some
amendments of the law or a statute
which will in some way meet this feature of the situation.

Frank Brown, fireman,. who was on hut seeks

the sick list the past week, has again which he enjoys
reported for duty.
After a general overhauling In the
local shops, engines Nob. 2162 and
2344 have been sen north.
A. C. Rankin, traveling rail inspector of the Santa Fe. has gone east after a day's stop In this city.
George A. Bird, foreman of the car
shops at La Junta, Is In the city to attend meeting of the car builders here.
H. McCreary, general auditor of the
Harvey curio and news department,
was here for a short time Saturday
night.
H. HoliBon, the fuel and ice Inspector of the Santa Fe, Is In the city from
headquarters at Topeka. He Is making a regular tour of inspection.
Charles Mains Is arranging to leave
for San Bernadlno, Cal.. where he has
secured the position of night watchman in the Santa Fe railway shops.
Mr. Mainz has been on the Albuquerque police force off and on, for the past
several years.
According to the Silver City Enterprise probably the only time a train
robber who hal repeatedly robbed the
fast express on a trunk line was ever
employed regularly by the company
is found In the case of the Southern
Pacific, giving Bert Alvord, the notorious highwayman of Arizona, a regular
position. He is foreman on the line
now being constructed by the Southern Pacific from Naco, Ariz.

Fe System of
Roads.
George E. Roe, division freight and
passenger agent of the Santa Fe, left
for Topeka to attend a meeting of the
transportation and traffic officials,
says the El Paso Times. The object
of the meeting Is to effect the regular
spring rearrangement of the time table of the system. The discontinuation of the California limited on the
first of June as a daily service will
necessitate some important changes
on some of the divisions, but not in
too local division. The only change
likely to be made In this division is
the time of the arrival of the regular
freight train.
Speaking of the changing of the
time table, a real Santa Fe man said:
what It
"Few people understand
costs a big railroad system to change
its time table. All of the transportation and traffic men of the system
must meet at a given point and their
expenses must be paid while the meeting lasts. In the case of the Santa Fe
this amounts to not less than 81,000 a
day. I venture that this present meeting will cost the company "not less
than $15,000."
On the Entire Santa

Ayers
Sarsaparilla
Pure and rich blood carries

..Albuquerque's Largest Store..

ys

OPJL V

strengthened, refreshed.

built and will be located south of the
new passenger depot. The contract
for this building has not been let and
no plans for it have yet been exhibited
to the public.
Raton has good cause for congratulation over securing these Important
improvements by the railroad company. They mark an outward stride
In the progress of our city and will
Foley's honey and 'tar contains no more than ever entitle Raton to the
opiates and 'can safely be given to name of the "Beautiful Gate City of
New Mexico.
children. Alvarado Pharmacy.

RTHIQ WEEK

THIS WEEK

new life to every part of the
body. You are invigorated,

That's what Aycr's Sarsaparilla will do for you. Take
Ayer's Pills for constipation,
sick -- headache, biliousness.
Sold for 60 vears. iZfrVZ.

1903

ONLY

Extremely low priced specials for the early days of the
Warm Weather Season.
SPECIAL No. 1:
Fine Sheer
Dimities, beautiful de- sluns,
40-ce- nt

SPECIAL No. 6:
Ladies' White. Shirt
Waists, ft value for

85C

23c

SPECIAL No. 11:
Sun Bonnets, all

the

50

col-

SPECIAL No. 16:
ad(e8. Llg,e ynt

-

'

c"nt kind

cent

flnlHhed

grade

350

c

9
Caution!
SPECIAL No. 12:
This is not a gentle word but when
No. 7:
SPECIAL
SPECIAL No. 2:
SPECIAL No 17:
you think how liable you are not to
Ladies' Black Lace
.,,
Men's Cotton Hose,
purchase the only remedy universally
Ladies olot e
L a d I e s' Ha ndker- x.lsle Hose, regular 40c
15 centers
Regular
known and a remedy that has had the
Shirt Waists,
chiefs,
full value 10 eta;
de
largest sale of any medicine In the
this week
world since 1868 for the cure and
treatment of consumption and throat
SPECIAL No. 13:
SPECIAL No. 3.
SPECIAL No. 8:
and lung troubles without losing its
No. 1, Cotton Back,
great popularity all these years, you
Indies' Silk Stock,
SPECIAL No 18'
Gingham
Children's
Ribbon,
Velvet
best
will be thankful we called your attenprice 50c, this
p , N
ch , '
-we'ek,
-- nts; this
e.
tion to Boschee's German Syrup. There
o
r 35 it grade
are so many ordinary cough remedies
GREATLY ALARMED.
THIRTY NEW BRIDGES.
made by druggists and others that are
cheap and good for light colds perhaps, Santa Fe Is Rebuilding Its Southern By a Presirtent Cough, but PermanentSPECIAL No. 4:
ly Cured by Chamberlain's
but for severe cougus, bronchitis, croup
California Lines.
SPECIAL No. 19:
Cough Remedy.
and especially for consumption,
special no, ii.
Plans for the construction of thirty
Yard wide Colored
SrEClAL No. 9:
Muslin Underskirts,
a
Mr. H. P. Burbage,
where there is difficult expectoration bridges for the Southern California distudent at law,
Madras Cloths; suitable
fuU value
Colored
Shirt
Ladles'
Boys'
Mother's
Friend
and coughing during the nlghia and vision of the Santa Fe railway have In Greenville, S. C, had been troubled
for walstlngs; regular
week
Waists, regular $1.00
Shirt Waists
lornings, there Is nothing like German just been completed by R. B. Burns, for four or five year with a continuous
3oc goods,
values
Syrup.
says,
The
"greatly
cough
which he
size has just been chief engineer of the coast division of
alarmed
The
OOP
Recent experiments, by practical introduced this year. Regular size, 76 the Santa Fe, and work will be com- me, causing me to fear that I was In
testa and examination with the aid of cents. At all druggists. J. H. O'Rlelly menced at once, says the San Bernar- the first stage of consumption." Mr.
8P0EC.IAL No- - 20:
8PECAL No 1S.
SPECIAL No. 5.
Striped Gingham Un- dino Sun. Fifteen of the new bridges Burbage, having ceen Chamberlain's
CPECIAL No. 10:
establish it as a fact that & Co.
the
AnCough
Remedy
Los
advertised,
line
be
will
concluded
on
between
the
derwear,
regular $1.00
good
Baby
disnot
Walking
50
a
is
Lawn
cent
Lawns,,
stomach
of
the
catarrh
Ladles'
BE HERE THIS WEEK.
geles and San Diego. The remainder to try It. Now read what he says of It:
values
Caps
Skirts, $3.00 value
ease of Itself, but that It results from
colorings,
repeated attacks of Indigestion. "How Kansas City Excursionists Due Here will be on the line between Los An- "i soon felt a remarkable change and
geles and Barstow.
after using two bottles of the twenty-fiv- e
can I cure my Indigestion?" Kodol
on Friday.
a
be
bridge
will
construction
"This
cent size, was permanently cured."
curing
Is
thousands.
Dyspepsia Cure
The Citizen, the past few days, hap
It will cure you of Indigestion and called attention to the fact that mem- part of a general rebuilding of the Sold by all druggists.
dyspepsia, and prevent or cure catarrh bers and friends of the Kansas City Southern California lines of the Santa
ESTIMATED AT 25,000.
of the stomach. Kodol digests what Commercial club would make an ex- Fe," said Engineer Burns. "We have
and
rebuilding
Atlantic
the
completed
you eat makes the stomach sweet. cursion to the southwest.
mmense Crowds of Excursionists Will
Pacific west of Albuquerque and are
Go to California.
Sold by B. H. Briggs & Co., S. Vann
The following letter on the subject now prepared to do some construction
& Son.
General passenger agents of Chica
has been received by the local Com- work here In Southern California."
o
go believe that the month of May will
In response to one writmercial
club
El
RUSSIAN TRAIN ROBBERS.
ten from the club to the visitors to
Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to break all records for California travel.
during
next
happens
so
the
It
that
They Constitute a Serious Menace to make free use of the rooms of the lo- attend to business during the day or thirty days will be held on the coast
cal club during the stay here:
sleep during the night. Itching piles,
Traffic on Frontier.
Doan'a Ointment either at Log Angeles or San FrancisKansas City, Mo., May 8. Mr. P. horrible plague.
Train robberies have ceased to be a
An any drug co, half a dozen conventions and gathNever falls.
monopoly of this country, and are so F. McCanna, Secretary the Commer- cures.
erings, which will attract many thoucommon in certain parts of Russia that cial Club, Albuquerque, N. M.: Dear store, 50 cents.
sand people.
Mr.
L.
O.
Sir
Chase
city
of
this
has
the ministry of transportation has takMORE 8ANTA FE MEN QUIT.
Estimates of the number who will
en special measures to prevent them. handed me your letter of April 30th to
cheap excursion rates
A Russian journal reports that within him, and I desire to confirm advice Shopmen at Argentine Refute to Do travel on the
granted
those
occasions within the
for
you
given
by
representative
the
of
the
the last three years there have been
Boilermakers' Work.
month vary from 15.000 to 25,000. The
1,181 attacks on trains or criminal at- Santa Fe road in reference to our exA dispatch from Kansas City dated
be $50 for the
tempts to wreck them, and 286 armed cursion. We are due to arrive at Al- May 8 says: Twelve of the men em- prevailing rate will
trip .which la less than the regattacks, resulting In robbery or mur- buquerque with our own special train, ployed at the Santa Fe roundhouse In round
one-waArrangements
fare.
$55.00
..Dates of 8ale Every Tuesday,
San Francisco and return
der. A force of mounted police is to including diner, May, 15th at 9:40 a. Argentine joined the striking boiler-maker-s ular
by
roads out of
been
made
the
have
leaving
m.,
same
p.
day
12:30
at
the
Thursday
helpers at the shops Chicago
and Saturday during months)
be established north of the Caucasus
their
and
35.00
Loa Angeles or Redondo
for the operation of fifteen
and east of the Caspian, and a secret m.
there last evening because they were special trains from Chicago to Caliof May, June, July, August and SepWe appreciate very much the kind asked to do work which they believed
police in the settlements near the railSanta Monica, Long Beach or
tember.
Limits November 80, 1908.
May 31. Nearly all of
roads, by whose .Inhabitants the at- invitation of the directors of your Com- formerly fell to the strikers. Nine of fornia before will go by
S5.00
Pedro
San
way
East
of
the
these
8topovers
within
trains
limit of ticket south
Inviting
mercial
club
the members of the men were engine wipers and the
tacks are usually made. Further proDenver, and return over
and west of Barstow,
San Diego, Coronado Beach.. 35.00
vision Is made for the Immediate trial our party to make themselves at other three were employed In various Omaha and
the Santa Fe road.
of those arrested, and police powers home at the Albuquerque club rooms capacities.
The wipers who struck
Among 'the gatherings which are to
stay.
during
our
can
only
This
be
higher
are given to certain of the
were asked to bore flues. When an be held on the coast soon are the Presclasses of railroad employes; and train done, however, in an Informal way, as engine Is run Into the roundhouse the byterian
general assembly at Loa Anand station men on the Siberian and the object of our trip Is for the heads pipes of the tubular boilers often begeles May 21 to June 1, National Asour
of
to
business
houses
meet
the
auger
will
railroad
be
Chinese
Eastern
long
A
the
come clogged with soot.
Master Plumbers at San
For
Information call
office
armed. Better wages are to be paid merchants of your city. After such is taken and the flue bored out. This sociation of
Francisco May 19 to 22, American Orto trackmen and laborers, who, appar- visits we hope to avail ourselves of nine of the men refused to do.
nithologists' Union at San Francisco
ently, are suspected In some cases of your kind invitation and will be In poAt the shops It was stated that no
convention of the
assisting the robbers and getting a sition to reciprocate your hospitality attempt would be made to fill the strik- May 15 and nation
United
American Meof
Order
Junior
on
our
previous
to our departure. ers' places, as the work would be done
train
share of the plunder.
Francisco.
San
chanics
at
For your further Information I en- a: other places. A few men remained
These occasions also call forth sevMr. Joseph Pomlnvllle, of Stillwater, close you herewith a copy of our Itinat work in the boiler shops yesterday eral personally conducted tours of the
Minn., after having spent over $2,000 erary. With fraternal greetings, and and
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Subscribe for The Citizen.
MEN AND WOMEN.
these were still at work this coast, which will require special trains.
with the best doctors for stomach trou- trusting I may have the pleasure of morning.
I'm Big U for unnttara
Ll'KK'
tirhrcH.infiaiii(nttuiM
i
U t ten.'
One of these was the Cleveland Grays,
ble, without relief, was advised by his meeting you when in Albuquerque, I
IrritsUiouB or ulcerati
of mu com 6)mbravu
the crack military organization of
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a am. Yours truly.
What la Foley'a Kidney Cure?
IN
rftliilMB.'snd Bot uiriB
TIME TABLE
gmnt or poteoautiB.
box of Chamberlain's
Answer: It is" made from a prescrip that city, which passed through Albu
Stomach and
E. M. CLENDENING, Secretary.
NEWSPAPERS
. i:wnMn,
Liver Tablets. He did so, and la a well
The excursionists have addressed tion of a leading Chicago physician, querque luesuay, uouuu lor me cuasi. i
MAGAZINES
snt In p' wrapper,
V.. A a g or
Home
TRADE PAPERS
I by KfrM, prald, for
man today. If troubled with Indiges- letters to the farmers from one end of and one of the most eminent in the Another Is the Presbyterian
00. or boUlr. $i 75.
In EltectVNonilr ;,
SJA ! rMilr
mn torn
to
The Ingredients are the Mission tour, which will be personally
tion, bad taste In hte mouth, lack of New Mexico to the other and their country.
sent ns isnuaiL
190.
and
CURTIS NEWHALL CO.
appetite or constipation, give these train, which will carry a band and purest that money can buy, and are conducted by the Pennsylvania,
May 14 with 176
toe AMOcue. euronMi
ft!,.?
Tablets on trial, and you are certain to other attractions will be visited by a scientifically combined to get their ut will leave Chicago on
ARRrVB FROM THE NORTH.
people, including a corps of chaperons,
be more than pleased with the result. large number of citizens who will be most value. Alvarado Pharmacy.
No.
1.
p.m.
California
Burns
Express....
For Pits,
Sore.
7:15
stenographers and special guides. This
o
No. 7, if ex.
For sale at 25 cents per box at all anxious to see the great attractions
Cel. Express.. 10:06 p.m.
will go over the Santa Fe,
which
train,
RATON'S
NEW
DEPOT.
a,
no.
which
enterprising
Citythe
Kansas
caiirornia
druggets.
umitea....io:40
and also the "assembly train" will
Dealer la
lans are expected, to offer. The ex Will Be One of
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
Finest Depots not do Sunday traveling.
the
Tables
Railroad
Time
WILL IT CATCH BROKERS?
No. J. Atlantic Express
8:80
cursionists will cover every town of
Along the Line.
During June, July and August, also,
No. 4, Chicago Limited
13: Of p.m. Oeneral flerchandlse
Importance In New Mexico, north and
new passenger many conventions will be held on the
e
The stakes for
Elkins Law May Prohibit Selling
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:80 p.m.
Liquors
west Texas, Oklahoma and the Indian depot were driven the
Wednesday morn coast, and the season will undoubtedly Denver & Rio Grande System
Tickets.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
Territory.
says
ing,
conRange.
Among passenger traffic officials of
No. 21, Atlantic Express .... 7:10 ajn. Proprietor of the Bummer
The
the Raton
.
Nearly all sum
be a
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
some of the western lines the liability
struction of the building will com- mer long a rate of $:0 or less will pre
SANTA FE BRANCH.
AH kinas of Country Produce
POOR DOMINIE
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 p.sa
mence at once and the work will be vail for the round trip.
of ticket scalpers under the Elkins bill
Time Table No. 71.
and Bold.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
Is a question of interest, and one that Between the Devil and the Deep Sea. pushed with all possible speed.
No. I, Atlantio Express
a.m. Goods Delivered Free te all Parts
8:06
1903.)
April
1,
Wednesday,
(Effective
Test.
Startling
A clergyman of Gresham, Neb., who
A
may lead to the Interstate commerce
The building Is located at the foot
the City.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:58 p.m.
drank coffee for many years suffered of Cook avenue, its center being In
To save a life. Dr. T. O. Merritt, of East Bound
commission for decision very soon.
8, Chicago Express
Bound
West
No
6:45pjo.
No. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling No. 426
Under the recent Interpretation of from chronic Insomnia and from ter- the middle of that street.
No. 425
Corner of Third and Tljera
LEAVE OOINO WEST.
W. R. Carter of Topeka, the con- test resulting In a wonderful cure. He 9:00 amlLv... Santa Fe..Ar 6:20 pm No. 1, California Expreas. ... 8:16 p.m. Albuquerque
the law all tariffs, passenger as well rific headaches when he quit coffee. He
New Mexlt
says:
with
was
attacked
patient
"I
have been a heavy user of tractor who built the new Santa Fe writes, "a
as freight, must be published and no
pm No. 8, California Limited.... 11: 00 a.m.
. Espanola
8:00
11:00 ami
p.m.
No. 7, Mex. k. Cal. Express.. 10: 46
rates made which do not 'omply with coffee for bo long and have seen its depot in that city, has the contract for violent hemorrhages, caused by ulcera- 1:05 pm
1:05 pm
Embudo
No. 7 will carry mall from the east
those published tariffs, as the broker effects so clearly that there is now no putting up the Raton depot and is on tion of the stomach. I had often found 8:40 pm ..Tres Pledras.. 110:05 am
No. a from the west
operates his business this is nullified, doubt In my mind concerning Its In- the ground and has with him a few Electric Bitters excellent for acute 6:36 pm .... Antonlto .... 7:85 am andThe
No. 8 and No. 4 are the limited
jurious
811 South First Street.
upon
effects
the nervous sys- experienced builders from Topeka, tomach and liver trouble so I preacrtb
the passenger agents say. The broker
pm . . .. Alamosa . . .. 6:10 am and they arrive dally.
8:50
VAJO. Preprtotor.
FRANK
though most of the workmen who will ed them. The patient gained from the 8:06 am
sells to his customer on the street a tem.
1:87 am
Pueblo ....
Local freight No. 99, going south,
"While a coffee user I was unable to be employed on the building will, If first, and has not had an attack in fourticket from Chicago to Denver for
7:16 am Ar... Denver ...Lv 8:80 pm carries passengers.
The nest ot liquors served to p8
from $5 to $7 less than the regular sleep for hours after retiring at night possible, be secured here.
teen months." Electric Bitters are
F. k. MTBRS. Agent
rona of the bar.
Trains run dally except Sunday.
The building is to be of the old Span- positively guaranteed for dyspepsia,
fare. This ticket may be used by a and on the other hand terrific headgandwlcaes of all kinds served.
Connections with the mala line and
passenger who occupies a seat by the aches resulted if the regular hour for ish mission style of architecture, to indigestion, constipation and kidney
Nice large rooms, everytaiag braa
as follows:
side of another who has paid the full drinking coffee passed and I did not be constructed of concrete and will be troubles. Try them. Only touc at all branches
Durango, 81Iverton
for
Antonlto
upstairs for lodging purposes.
new,
At
get
as
I
same
56
It
so
the
was
In
service
length
width. druggists.
price. Both have
feet
in a miserable position. 170 feet In
and
points In the San Juan country.
HOTEL
all
CLAIRE...
and
"But I found a firm friend In Postum Mr. Carter says that no depot between
to cars, connections and time occupied
At Alamosa (with standard gauge)
For over sixty vears.
on the trip, but there is a discrimina- Cereal Coffee and from the very time Topeka and Los Angeles will be any
SANTA FE, N. M
for La Veta, Pueblo. Colorado Springs
An old and well tried remedy.
tion in fare in favor of the one and that I adopted Postum all these evil finer the one at Albuquerque not beand Denver, also with narrow gauge
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup has or Monte Vista, Del Norte and Denver,
fit W. Railroad Avenue.
against the other. The fact that the effects vanished. I now enjoy sound ing equal to it In elegance of detail.
f
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
railroad company is not a party to this sleep and improved appetite and a de The floors will be of maple and the been used for over sixty years by mil Creede and all points in the San Luis
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATED,
The finest line of Liquors and Cigars
discrimination should not take the act cidedly clearer complexion and I am woodwork and furnishing will be most lions of mothers for their children valley. At Salida with main line
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
gauge) for all points east
All patrons aad friends cordially lavtv
out of the operation of the law prohib convinced that better health and a attractive and substantial. There will while teething with perfect success. (standard including
AND
BATHS
SANITARY
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Laaek la
Leadvllle and Barwest
iting the discrimination, say the pas- longer life would be the result of its be on the ground floor two large wait- It soothes the child, softens the gums, and
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
served every day.
gauge
points
and
row
Salida
between
ofgeneral use. I have a friend who has ing rooms, two toilet rooms, ticket
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
senger agents.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
Junction.
Grand
STEVE BALLING,
law provides that been a user of Postum for several fice, baggage room, express room, train Is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
The
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story
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AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
gold camps of Cripple Creek and Vicgists In every part "f the world. tor. At Pueblo, Colorado Springs aad
shall be the agent of the railroad over from neuralgia of the stomach simply graph offices.
PLAN- Arcades will surround the entire Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value Denver with all Missouri river lines
which the ticket is good. This, if by using Postum in place of coffee
GEO. E. ELLIS,
MELINI & EAKIN
lived up to. would bring the matter seems almost too wonderful to be true building as well as broad pavements Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for for all points east
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the ticket poselbly, and the question and the doctors had frequently given side and ends of the structure there take no other kind. J
6K4K4K4K444K4K4K4
passengers
Through
Fe
Santa
from
A 4
.
that is worrying the passenger agents her case up as hopeless, but she was will be a blue grass lawn, trees and
We nandle everything im wt lias.
Look Into KleiDwdrts market on In standard gauge sleepers from AlaA. E.
Is how close the responsibility will be entirely healed by leaving off coffee fountains.
The building will be two
Distillers Agent
apon
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have
reserved
street,
lie
has
Third
the nicest
FIRE INSURANCE
brought home.
and using Postum. It Is a pleasure to stories in height near the north end, North
Special distributors Taylor
Tfima
plication
ty
In the
fresh
meats
good
say
things
by
a tower, and there will
about Postum." crowned
these
Another question raised Is, What is
B. W. ROBBINS. Ocn. Agt.,
Louisville, Kentucky.
s Phoenix Plan
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Wood turning at
the degree of responsibility under that Name given by Postum Co., Battle aiso be a tower on the south end.
Santa Fe, N. M.
A new
freight depot will also be itig mill.
act of the passenger who not ouly gets Creek, Mich.
S. K. HOOPER.
P. A., Denver, Colo. Office at J. U. Baldrldge's Lumber Tard 111 S. First St, Albuquerque, N. 84
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Th 0. K. Warren Relief Corps No. 1
their regular monthly 10 cent
tea atthe K. of P. hall, Tuesday, May
p. m. All soldiers
12,, from 3:30 to
and friends Invited. Hester Ruthet- -.
ford, Frances Hogan, Ella Cooper, Josephine Strain, Sammle Hopping,
Mary Rogers, committee on
wilt hold

Local' Happenings j

present Burton's beautiful descriptive
This
Indian cantata. "Hiawatha."
work has met with great success In
COMING EVENTS
the east. In order to make It a suc12
ay
Concert at St. Mary's hall
cess the management of the school'of
given by Professor Chev. Pietro Buxtl.
music earnestly desire the
May 14 Concert at Colombo hall by
of every member of the chorus as well
"
i4"se of the music lovers of Albuquerque,
of the c'ty.
talent
a
Presbyterlparty
of
will be

ijlr. G. L. Kllo-o- f Wtngate, N. M., Is
'
In the city.
miehard Ptinn of I.as Vegas Is In the
thrritorial metropolis today on busi'

ness.
.Ben Blbo, assessor of Valencia county, was here Saturday night and

-

There
an ministers

MAY

MONDAY

l03

11

We are the official repairers of the
Richmond. Cal.; M. W.
Llttlefleet. Needles; Hiiro Shorn, 811- - National Cash Register company. Alverton, Colo.; John Abram, Pueblo; buquerque Cycle and Arms Company.
O. Ertckson. Bisbee; Charles Klats,
Subscribe for The Cltlseh.
Hunaio, N. Y .
Grand Central.
A. D. Williams, rittsburg Kan.
A. Whiteside,

COLOMBO HALL
O. A. MATSON, Manager.

Tou never oeard of any one using
Foley's Honey and Tar and not being
satisfied. Alvarado Pharmacy.

Presbyterians

We have just received a new clean
line of Canvas Chairs, Camp stools.
Porch Sets, Settees and Chairs, which
we wish to offer at fslr and reason,
able prices for quick sale.

The Drlgh and Spark-...lin- g

Operetta...

Coming.

been announced, a large
number of delegates to the General
Entitled
Assembly of the Presbyterian church, I
to be held In Los Angeles, will be in
this city next Sunday. Including the
ladles of the rarty there will be probably over 200 persons. They are trav
elog In a special train composed of
Pullmans and dining car. They want
to spend the afternoon in visiting the
Indian school and the manual mission
TALENT
echool. It la Important at this time THE BEST LOCAL
for the delegates to get a favorable Impression of that school, as the church Spectacular Effects, Beautiful Tableaux
Is this summer to build a new dormi
Calcum Lights, The Prettiest Girls,
tory to cost $7,500.
The Sweetest Voices
The citizens are requested to bring And all
Goes to Make an Occasion
That
their conveyances to the Alvarado at
of Surpassing Interest.
1:30 next Sunday afternoon to carry
the delegates to the school. All those
who are willing to help In this work
will confer a favor by giving their
names to R. W. D. Bryan as soon as
possible. If 150 persons will bring TICKETS ON SALE AT MATSON'S
their conveyances at that time all can
be accommodated.
As has

A Dreoo

7nan(1 concert and lecture
Albuquerque next Sun- - . Jlne In nnpn ... hv PomDanv dver- .
.
K
m .11
nluinru
..uuu...,. t),ng Coronado Beach,
7
was here ytsteruay, returning bouiu
Cal.
be- day
atop
on
off
here
will
'i
that
her
last night.
Ju,y 4 and 5ilbor union pcnc at
.
ova In rravpllnir
n
rmiaa thov dnn I hellV."
tne
rair grounas. nBase naii, fbuiiib ..uj
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who was on .7".
day. Monday they will sports of all kinds.
the
Lord's
here on some ii,al matters, has return- resume their Journey for Los Angeles
ed to Santa Fe.
The Waste of thhe Body.
where they go to attend the meeting
C. C. Hall and wife, who were down of the general assembly. Rev. T. C. Every seven days the blood, muscles
in southern California, returned to the Beattie of this city will accompany and bones of a man of average size
loses two pounds of wornout tissue.
them.
city this morning.
Sando- This waste cannot be replenished and
Mis.
Juanlta
of
funeral
The
Mercellno Ortiz, the assessor of
whose death was men- the health and strength kept up withSanta Fe county, spent the Sabbath in val de Mlera.
Citizen several days out perfect digestion. When the stomThe
in
tioned
the metropolis, returning north last
morning, and was ach and digestive organs fall to per
this
occurred
sro,
night
laiKfly attended. The lereaved l.roth- - form their functions, the strength lets
iR. L. Baca, of the office of superin- - j erfl Alejandro and J. M. Sandoval, and down, health gives way, and disease
. .This Is the weather to take the baby
tendent of uubiic instructions, is In other close relatives, who live at a dis-th- set up, Kodol Dyspepsia Cure enables
out. We have also a nice assortment
city on bus'ness and pleasure.
tance, reached the city yesterday, and the stomach and digestive organs to
29 In number, from the
of
digest and assimilate all of the wholeto them The Citizen offers Its
su-cheapest to the best.
i
popular
R.
;Prof. R.
Larkln. the
some food that may be eaten Into the
Call and see our goods gefore you
i f
the Gallup public fence.
buy.
Lieut. H. R. Yewell and family, who kind of blood that rebuilds the tissues
school, was an Albuquerque visitor
Saturday.
resided In this city a few years ago. and protects the health and strength
body.
Kodol cures
G. E. Tomlinson and wife of Bisbee are again here, and will remain several of the mind and
A 8ure Thing.
indigestion, dyspepsia and all stmach
and George NatUnger and wife of Tuc- months.
Is said that nothing Is sure except
It
troubles. It Is an ideal spring tonic.
son are visiting the New Mexico
and taxes, but that Is not al
Sold by B. H. Brlggs & Co., 8. Vinn death
today.
TUESDAY, MAY 12
together true. Dr. King's New Dis
LOVE STORY IN CHAPTERS. & Son.
covery for consumption Is a sure cure
R. P. Hall, of the Albuquerque foundry and machine works, who visited
for all lung and throat troubles
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
his family at Hollywood, Cal., returnThousands can testify to that. Mrs. C.
Alvarado.
Characters Assumed by Husband in
ed home this mornings
B. Van Metre of Shepherdtown, W,
BY
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Livermore, Mont- - Va., says, "I had a severe case of bron GREAT OPERATIC CONCERT
A. C. Brook of Farmlngton, who was
N. J.; Edgar Halstead, Honolu
ciair,
Two
Years.
chitis and for a year tried everything I
here Saturday, left that evening for
KELLY
lu; C. F. Karns. El Paso; Mrs. H.
GO.
of, but got no relief. One bottle
Tnoreau. He Is connected with the
pencer and child, S. F. Peregay, Balti heard
cureDiscovery
King's
then
Dr.
New
f
Hyde Exploring .Expedition.
.
more; John A. Hunter, Bryant G.
WIFE CAME TO ALBUQUERQUE.
ed me absolutely." It's Intanible for
Incorporated)
Col. J. S. Van Doreh of Fort Win-gatNew York; T. M: Rarasdell, To- croup, whooping cough, grip, pneu
where he is located at present
peka; Fred W. Rockwell, Milwaukee;
monia and consumption. Try it. It's
filling certain government contracts, is
E. W. Glynn, Saginaw, Mich.; S. F.
Chapter 1.
guaranteed by all drugfc.sts. Trial botnl the city today on business.
Stealing away under cover of dark King, Denver; R. T. Holland. Phoenix; tles free. Regular sizes 50c, $1.00.
pitchChattanooga;
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Behan,
the'
Br
Of the Royal Conservatory of Turin,
Charles Rhodes,
ness, Charles R. Burge and Nellie Mar
er of Las Vegas, arrived In this city shall, of Des Moines, Iowa, fled to fe ard. Freehold, N. J.; Miss E. D. Lyon
Shrlners, Attention!
Municipal Conservatory of Milan
Wool, Hides;
last Saturday night. He will reside nearby town and were married. This Riverside, Conn.; L. L. Lyon, M. V. The regular monthly meeting of Bal- and of Delia Sedie Academy
Benson, Charles S. Hill, A. C. Bell, lut Abyad Temple will be held this ev
here during the summer months.
was two years ago.
of Paris.
Objections of the parents of both ol Denver; J. A. Staples and wife, S. N, ening at Masonic hall. Business of
Regular .meeting of Retail Clerks'
,.
We handle .
Peck, M. Manson, Topeka; L. H. Palm importance. A full attendance is rewnlon will be held at Knights of Py- the young people proved of no avail.
K. C. Baking Powder,
er,
City;
L.
Blumenscheim,
E.
Kansas
ingo
12,
May
Tuesday
cordially
will
evening.
and
at
'We love each other
thias ball
quested. Visiting nobles
Navajo Blankets,
7 o'clock. Full attendance is request- through life happy, contented," was C. A. Small, wife and sister. New vited. By order of the illustrious poCanned Goods,
Curtice
by
Assisted
ed.
the message the young people sent to York; H. N. Calderwood and wife, Ar tentate. L. H. Chamberlin, recorder.
Colorado Lard anJ Meats.
G.
lington,
Woods,
D.
Kan.;
Newton
respective
homes.
CL E. Kimball and party have engagtheir
Kan.; W. H. Taylor, Raton; C. George,
We have ju.it received a complete Mrs, Cuneo, Mrs. Hmmtn, Ml "
ed the First street ; natatorlum for toChapter 11.
Adele Damlmnl,
Albuquerque
Houses at
Chi- line of fishing tackle.
Temple,
B.
Tex.;
Relnhard,
Fred
morrow (Tuesday) night.
The pool
Fresh from the Iowa state college, cago; C. J. Crandall, Santa Fe; J. W. Cycle and Arms company.
Mauro
Dl
and
tho
N.-ALBUQUERQUE,
EAST LAS
genwill be closed that evening to the
young Burge brought his bride to Den Hathaway
W.
Pueblo;
and
wife,
J.
M.
VEGA8,
AND GLOR-- I
N.
moneral public.
happy
They
matting
were
In al)
ver.
until
the
Japanese
China
and
t
Mattey, Fort Mauison; D. A. Suites,
ETA, N. M.
John P. Owen, a brother of Harry P. ey gave out and then it was the old Raton; F. T. Hanson, L. McMahon. grades M Albert Faber'a. 306 Railroad
by
the Chicago; P. J. Powers, El Paso;- Mrs, avenue.
Owen, is in the city and will remain, a story of Master Cupid fleeing
few days. Mr. Owen is now interested window when poverty came stalking A. Raymond, Baltimore; John B. Owen'
TICKETS FOR SALE AT MATSON'S
Fresn Cut Flowers,
In mining matters at Tucson, Ariz., In the door.
Tucson, Ariz.; Charles V. Swanson,
BOOK STORE.
FLORIST
IVES,
THE
wrote
few
a
months
Mad is doing well.
The bride of
s
San Bernardino, Cal.; G. E. Tomlln
to her parents in Iowa and said son and wife, Bisbee, Ariz., Mrs. C.
There will be a meeting of the
Knights of Pythias at their hall on she was unhappy. Positions were not H. Holbrook, Chicago; George Nattln
Gold avenue Monday evening. May 11, hanging around on trees for the young ger and wife, Tucson.
FREE MUSEUM
at 8 p. m. E. D. Fluke, K of R. and 9. husband .to pluck, and be grew discour
Sturges' European.
We areselling a lot of Toilet Jaoap. at Vbe
aged.
4
All visitors invited."
W. Melntlre, Flagstaff; R." F. Heir- ESTABLISHED 1859
ABE
GOLD,
Proprietor
unheard-o- f
price of 2 cakes for a nickle-I- t
" ' Chapter 111.
rick, T. Donnolly, Lincoln, Net).; Rich
K. L. Hlumenacnlatter came in from
San Francisco 8treet,
is not going to last long our profit on the
the west last night and will remain a One evening in the summer of 1902 ard Dunn, Las Vegas; J. S. Van Doren
Corner Burro Alley, Santa Fe,
few days. He is a special artist for he returned to bis little rooms to And Fort WIngate; J. B. Neale; Greenville
transaction consists in a larger acquaintance.
N. M.
the Scribner Publishing company, and that his wife had gone to Albuquerque, S. C; George Brlce. La J tints; D. D
N. M., with her. mother.
'
Bowsher, South Bend, Ind.
will do some drawing while here.
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
Love still had a place in the young
Hotel Highland.
Bernard McAtee, brother of M. J.
INDIAN AND
Henry Hall. R. C. Hall, Pittsburg
alcAtee, who resided in this city for husband's heart and when he found his
MEXICAN CURIOS
M.;
WIngate,
N.
O.
L. Kile.
several years, now a resident of El wife had fled he wrote her a letter ask- Pa.; Mrs.
Prescription Druggist
ing
A.
D.
to
L.
Paso;
C.
long
her
for
return.
He
Falres
El
waited
The
Flowers.
largest and best stock of
Paso, will graduate at the School of
answer
an
El
it
to
Paso.
come;
failed
then
and
Blankets,
Pot
Baskets,
Indian
Mines, Berkeley, Cal., Tuesday, May
y
he wrote again.
Metropolitan.
tery, Etc., in the country.
117 W. Railroad Avenue.
12.
111.;
E. B. Wlghtman, Plalnfleld.
J
Chapter IV.
Mexican Drawn Work a
Captain Frederick Mullet, receiver of
Early in October
year he receivthe land office at Santa Fe, and who ed an answer not last
the answer he had
Don't fail to call and see us
accompanied President Roosevelt and long dreamed for, but one
was
when In the city.
party as far west aa the Grand Can cold, filled with reproaches, that
Native and Chicago Lumber.
taunting
yon, has returned to 11a official duties statements.
8 E N D FOR CATALOGUE
at Santa Fe.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMPAINT CoversBUILDING PAPER Always In Stock.
Then love died in his heart and he
V. S. Mlera, the assessor of San do wrote a letter a letter filled with sen
Morel Looks Bestl Wears Longest! 8ash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
al county, is in the city. He has tences tnat aroused the young wlfe'i
Most Economical 1 Full Measure I
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
made official visits to most all the pre- mother to action. The letter was turn
First Street and Lead Avenue. Albuquerque.
cincts of that county, and reports the ed over to the United States postal ofpublic feeling good over bright pros ficials and they decided It was objecWholesale Dealer In
pects for the future.
tionable.
III
DAILY
Chapter V.
This evening at the Baptist church
An
officer
offrom
the secret service
on San Diego Bay is an ideal
President Tight of the University of
New Mexico will lecture on "'Mexico." fice in Denver sought out young Burge
summer resort. The climate
.
.
A male quartet will sing, and the ex- and arrested him. He was taken away
is perfect. Open June 1 to
September 30, under manageercises will commence at
o'clock to Jail to await the action of the fedOLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
sharp. Every one Is cordially Invited. eral grand Jury. He was given a hear
ment of Hotel del Coronado.
ing
and
Judge
held
to
court.
regarding
Hallett's
Full
Information
Mary
E.
Miss
Dlsette, the supervisor
Chapter VI.
Agents for Lemp's St. Louis Drought and Bottled Beers;
excursion rates, charges at
of the day schools of the Pueblo Intent ity, etc., from agent
dians, who was here on an Inspection , When the young wife heard that her
also Hunter Rye, Old Plantation and Edgewood Whiskies,
had been arrested, love
tour, has returned to her headquarters husband
awoke,
and,
diwhile
she
had
a
secured
at Santa Fe. She visited all the vil- vorce on the ground
of desertion, she
lages In this Immediate neighborhood
letter to the United States
and will now visit those north of San- wrote aattorney
district
asking tor mercy for
ta Fe.
Carrit. th. LarfM
Flour, Orain
PRICES GIVEN ON APPLICATION
ner former husband, and exnlalntan
ne rtMt Et.alv
The Woman's Home Mission society! that she may have been
Stock .1
cause
the
of
and
Provisions.
of the Highland Methodist Church will the letter which caused her husband's
Staple Groceries
have their monthly tea at the home of arrest.
Car l.t. a .pvci.lt j.
loaaa MHthwMt.
Mrs. Cochrane, 318 Hunlng avenue,
Chapter VII.
1
09 South rirat Street
Albuquerque, N. Mox.
tomorrow (Tuesday) afternoon from 3
FARH AND FREIGHT WAGONS,
Today young Burge faced Judge Hal- to C o'clock. A delightful social time lett. Assistant District Attorney ErRailroad Avenue
Albuquerque
lu promised.
Come and bring your nest Knaebel read the charges agalnBt
frlendB with you.
the young man, and he entered a plea
Arthur L. Perry who was pressman of guilty.
on the Democrat several years ago,
"Your Honor," said Attorney
was here last Saturday, on his way
"In our office we feel sorry for this
from South Dakota to Tucson. Per- young man. He has letters from conry served as sergeant In Troop F., of gressmen, senators and the president
the Rough Riders, and later went to of the Iowa state college, telling of his
All Hard Wood, Charcoal Filled, White Enamel lined
the Philippines with Captain Max Lu- good character. It is a case of a runaway marriage that has proven unhapinfantry,
na In the Thirty-FourtCar Load Just Received
Jesse Miller's horse met with a very py. The young man confesses to the
ee our nice new stock of Road
painful accident last evening at the charge of writing the letter, and If the
Wagons for
I
court
please,
you
ask
corner of Gold avenue and Second
that
show him
street, when it stepped on a long and mercy."
sharp nail which went straight up Judge Hallett pondered long over the
through the hoof Into the flesh. The case, looked at the letters and at last
horse was taken from the carriage and Bald: "I feel that you have suffered.
Buggies $58 OO, all fully
treated. No permanent Injury is an- The law must be upheld, and as a reguaranteed.
sult I will give you a light fine $10
Ice Picks and Ice Shredders Etc. Full Line of Gasoticipated.
The University Choral society will and costs."
line Stoves and Summer Kitchen Utensils.
Conclusion,
Largest stock of Vehicles CTer brought
meet this evening at 8 o'clock, and
And
now,
if
Attorney
Knaebel
has
to the West Special Low
presrequested
every member is
to be
way, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burge
Prices Now.
ent and promptly, too. The date his
will take up their broken thread of life,
chosen for the last concert Is during
the world anew and let bygones
university commencement week, June fare
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
be bygones. Denver Post.
3. At this time they chorus, assisted
113-115-11- 7
South
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Pirat
Street
by the best soloists in the city, will
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Cor ner First St. and Copper Ave.
Albuquerque, New.
bank
Al Frost. ca3hler of the Belen
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Alaska Refrigerators
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PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
sary traffic arrangements with connect
I rig roads.
He says:
Party of Lady Friends Gathered at
"The work which 1 had laid out for
Her Residence.
myself ten years ago waa practically On Furniture, Pianos, organs, Horses,
Last Saturday afternoon at the resi- accomplished. I had built from a condence on West Railroad avenue, Mrs. nection with the Southern 4 Cincin- Wagona and other Chattels, lso on
J. T. McLaughlin entertained a num- nati Southern systems, at Harriman, Salaries. FROM 110 UPWARD8. One
. .
,
80S RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDJNU
1
right
just
here
The
buy
are
Groceries
you
to twelve months time Is given.
j
ber of her lady friends at cards, and through the
a
of the Cumber- WK-ioI
delay
strictly
private.
and
The best quality at a fair price.
the affair la reported to have been a land plateau to middle Tennessee not
I
Goods remain In your possession. GET
Headquarter for Carpeta, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets and
most enjoyable one to all present.
only access to these coal flolds of Inex- OUR RATES before borrowing.
I
W.
captured
Mrs.
first haustible supply, but an Independent
J. Johnson
House Furnishing Goods.
.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
40-cc- nt
tt
prize, a Diana vase, and. Mrs. J. E. eastern and southeastern outlet for Its
I
EVENINGS.
OPEN
Smith the second, a pretty
An extension northwestproducts.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
cake plate.
wardly by way of Clarksvllle to a conRooms S and 4 Grant Bulging.
Following cards a drawing of rib- nection with the Illinois Central rail
Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used.
30S West Railroad Avenue.
TjtfTift'f
bons by the ladies discovered hidden road at Hopklnsvllle, Ky., was also
Remember the place and don't waste time m
therein tiny bouquets of sweet peas, wltti In a very few months of comply
Police Court.
looking for these things.
and in one, the consolation prize, a jon wtn au necessary contracts for
your rooms at great expense is
Joe Trujillo, a saloon keeper, was
ft
handsome bouquet of American beauty labor, material, bridges, rails, rolling before Judge Crawford this afternoon.
easy, but to do it at a small cost
roses, and this fell to Hrs. Harry F. stock, etc.
All financial arrange- - He was charged with assault on
'
is generally difficult. We are
menu had been made, thus securing Frank Barnett, a 19 year old boy, yes
214 W. Railroad Ave
Before departure refreshments were about 300 miles Of new and lndepend-served- . terday afternoon.
He pleaded not
offering this season something
nt road, costing $8.000,onn. All the guilty and was represented by Attorthat will delight you and all that
The guests were Mesdames Pearce,
aiong the line which was obtain-Kent- , ney Mitchell. Young Barnett said he
Saint, W. D. Dee, Harry F. Lee, abe t naj obtained. Satisfactory traf- - rode up to the saloon porch on his bisee it.
J. H. Wroth, Curran, Kearn, Lester, flc arrangements with connecting lines cycle, and Trujillo tried to make him
COMFORTS OF HOME
D
Luna, Bennett, Dame. Edgar, Wll- - at Harriman had been established, and take a small hook that he said belongthat make a happy couple. We have
i Au Assortment of
Here
Hams, Gunsul, Hunt, JohnBon. Benja- - tne roaj from Nashville to that point ed to him,
contributed In no small degree to the
and which young Barnett
min, Stroup, Misses Wiley, Stevens, WH. belna operated as successfully as said didn't.. Trujillo then knocked
comfort of many a household. And
Lace CnrtatDM.
I
Lee, Julia Lee, Hunt, Saint, Lou Be any roa(1 ntt(j any right or reason to him down and used his head and body
expect to continue doing so. Our stock
Saint.
of furniture la more extensive than
exnect. But Ht Nashville, our central for a footlwll. A good bit of scurrilous
which are not alone beautilul, but posses quality much su- -.
weeping willow brancnes ana yei and
Incomparably more important language was UBed, too. Trujillo said
ever, and we're selling it at marked
perior to that usually sold at these moderate prices.
pretty
making
roses,
contrast
a
lew
point, the old roads were attempting the boy called him a liar first and then
down prices. Handsome and servicefcrmed the room decorations.
principal
one
up,
of
their
us
able parlor suits, $15.00. Durable and
bottle
.t"
he hit him. Judge Crawford fined him
elegant lounges, couches, easy chairs
excuses being that I was personally $25 and costs. He took an appeal and
a Risk.
Great
Too
'
to them."
MOSSHINGHAM CURTAINS from.SOo per pair and up.
at half real value. Astonishing barfurnished a $75 bond.
In almost every neighborhood some obnoxious
gains. Cash or time. We want your
MUSLIN
CUKTAIFS from
one has died from an attack of colic '
Riser.
Early
75e per pair and up.
a
Lttls
trade. Satisfaction guaranteed.
A Farmer Straightened Out.
or cholera morbus, often medicine now and then, at bedtime, will cure
HOBBINCK
. .
CURTAINS
from.
per pair and up.
"A man living on a farm near here
could be procured or a physician sum-- ' constipation,
biliousness and liver
ago
completely
5
moned. A reliable remedy for these trouble. DeV'Ut'i Little Early .users came In a short time
Co.
u.seases should be kept at hand. The are famous little pills that cure by doubled up with rheumatism. I handed
COPYRIGHT
risk is too great for anyone to take. arousing the secretions, moving the him a bottle of Chamberlain's Pain
West End Viaduct
3OOS)0SK)0S0SJ000KD
Colic, ' Cholera
and bowels gently, yet effectually, and glv- - Balm and told him to use It freely and
Chamberlain's
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
Diarrhoea Remedy has undoubtedly lng such tone and strength to the If not satisfied after using It he need
saved more pain and suffering than glands of the stomach and liver that not pay a cent for It," says C. P. Ray
any other medicine in use. It can al the cause of the trouble Is removed der, of fattens Mills, N. Y. "A few
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors
ways be depended upon.' For sale by entirelyand If their use Is contlued days later he walked Into the store as
a
me
a
handed
string
as
and
straight
all druggists.
.'or a few days, there will be no return
of the complaint. Sold by B. H. Briggs dollar saying, 'give me another bottle
MINING0 NEWS.
of cuamberlaln'a Pain Balm. I want It
& Co., S. Vann ft 8on.
In the house all the time for it cured
William McAllister, lessee of the Az
COMING THIS FALL.
For sale by all druggists.
me."
a
has
district,
tec
Altos
Pinos
in
the
NKEDS NO PAINTING.
from
road
repairing
the
force of men
FINEST WHISKIES. IMPORTED A DOMESTIC WIN
ft COGNAC.
Congressman Hearat Writes a Letter
tunnel of the mine to the main
CLASSIFIED ADS.
Rodey.
RutUp In trolls Complete With Fixture for Laying. Dura-blllt- v the
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager eervesl.
Delegate
to
raod. Ore Is being taken out of the
Sample
Hon. B. S. Rodey, delegate, is in reFinest and Best Imported and Domeetle Clears .
Guaranteed Write for Booklet
Note All classified advertisement
Aztec and a shipment being prepared
ceipt
of the following self explanatory or rather "liners," one cent a word for
for the hamrock smelter.
R. each Insertion.
Minimum charge for
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Cm
Charles Morrill has purchased E. G. letter from Congressman Wm.
any classified advertisements, 16 cents.
hearst:
In
Maroney's
the
Tarantula
interest
.
New York, April 25th. Hon. B. 8. In order to Insure proper classification
mine in the Burros and with W. B.
left at this ofRodey,
Albuquerque, N. M. My Dear all "liners" should be
comowner,
has
Wayland, who Is part
fice not later than t o'clock p. m.
your
of
I
favor
received
Rodey:
Mr.
menced sinking on the shaft. Some
;
.1:
.' .
FOUND.
very good ore has been encountered April 20 on my return yesterday from
your
and with further work the prospects the weBt, and note with interest
FOUND Saddle; owner can get same
are good for the. Tarantula developing suggestion that the proposed territor
at Gutierrea' ranch, one and a half
spend
of
a
view
with
made
ial
trip be
into a paying proposition.
miles north of town.
A complete powder drill plant con lng a day or two at' Albuquerque, be
17,
your
12
when
and
tween
October
compressor
and
LOST.
slating of drills, air
ring,
the clock
above numbers
boiler, arrived last territorial fair la In progress there,
OR STOLEN A
LOST,
STRAYED
one,
week for the Shamrock Mining and think the suggestion Is a valuable
pony, white face and black mane
bay
respectfully Holders of tickets bearing above
Mlllina: comDanv of Plnos Altos. The and that, as you say: 'the members of
and tail. Finder return to Dr. Cut
machinery Is being Installed this week the party will have an opportunity In
the tickets.
once
numbers please call
ter, at the Santa Fe hospital and re
general
getting
Idea
place
one
a
of
and will be ready for operation in a this
celve reward.
short time. The power drills will of the resources of the' territory al
WANTED.
greatly facilitate the work of mining most impossible in airy other way.
When we take up the matter In the
the ore and will increase the output of
WANTED Half a dozen good carpen
the mine materially. Silver City En fall.. I wish you would aaaln calr my
ters; highest local wages paid. See
attention to that point that you make.
terprise.
Architect Ia Drlere.
I have no doubt that an arrangement
expe
Impossible to foresee an accident. can be made resulting, fn . visit to the WANTED Saleslady; one with
understanding
tspanisn
and
rience
prepared
for
to
be
It fair. With best wishes. Yours very preferred.
Not impossible
'
The Maze,
THIRD STREET
W. R. HEARST.
Dr. Thomas' Electric Ool Monarch truly,
WANTED Agents can make liberal
over pain.
commissions by selling our nickel
'
'
Made Young Again.
BEDS-Wo- od
or Steel
COTS' "" MATTRESSES-rll.Kjnplated store and window display fix- -' IRON
BLOCKED ROAD'S PROGRESS.
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills
tures, also bath room furnishings
each night, for two weeks has put me
ART SRUARES, PILLOWS, COHFORTS,
dry
by catalogue to department,
Railroad President Tells Why He Gave in my 'teens' again" writes D. H. Tur
Up $ 10,000 Job.
stores;
goods, hardware and other
LAMPS, GLASSWARE AND TRUNKS
of Dempseytown, Pa. They're the
Meats Mr. Baxter explains that he retires ner
also plumbers, hotels and contract-tors-.
best in the world for,, liver, stomach
EASY PAYMENT
Fixture department. National
from the presidency of the Tennessee and bowels. Purely vegetable. Never
STEAM SAlSAtt FACTORY.
Pneumatic service Co., Lake and
Central, to which was attached a sal- gripe. Only i&c at all druggists.
Carpenter streets, Chicago.
ary of $10,000 yearly, because he be
117 QoM Avenue
HE WANTS BEAR.
WANTED Two good milkers. Mat
lieved he stood in the way of neces- thews Jersey Dairy.
EM1L KLE1NWORT,
A Chicago Editor's "Serious" Objec WANTED A man to take care of
tion to Statehood for New
MASONIC BCILDIN9.
horses and milk cow. Apply at No.
N. THIBO BTRFWI
Mexico.
1023 West Railroad avenue.
The Alvarado hotel folks are In re WANTED To rent a rooming house.
ceipt of the following letter from ChiAddress, XXX, this office.
cago :
WANTED Good cook. Apply to Euro
U
S
FAREWELL - CONCERT M."Col. Fred Harvey, Albuquerque, N. pean hotel, Galup, N. M,
Dear Sir: I send you today a WANTED Highest price paid for
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison, ToJ
gents' second hand clothing and
marked copy of the Evening Post conpeka and Santa Fe Railway Companies, j
THURSDAY, MAY 14
taining a little story on the Roosevelt
tools. Send address and will call. R.
PRESCRIPTIONS I
Sweeny, 615 South First street
blanket. The cut was made hurriedly
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
BY
and Is not first cIshs. I was In your WANTED Young men to prepare for
up
Paid
Capital,
Surplus
..
and
profits..
.$200,000.00
openLICHT,
government
positions.
Fine
building last summer when Mrs.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
COOL.
Mutual Telephone 43.
ings In all departments. Good salarWright and I visited the Grand Canto H ear.
S.
Raynolds,
president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presipromotions. ExaminaRapid
ies.
Joshua
yon.
No. 303 West Railroad Avenue
pressure oa
Retains
tions soon. Particulars free. Inter-Stat- e
dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
"You have by all odds the best Inor Bark.
Severest
Assisted By
Cor. Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Albuquerqu, N. H.
I No understrapv
lleruia
H. F. Raynolds,
dian collection I ever seen. By the way
McMillan.
ever v
J
with Comfort
your good people down there fooled
FOR SALE.
Mr. John 0. Wmlhmr, Tenor
me. ihe editors of both papers In Algo
me
buquerque
Dr.
to
advised
to
SALE
First class sun dried
FOR
Mr. Mm If I O. Mlmom mud Mr.
Spark's ranch near Glorleta to hunt
adobes, 8x12; $9 a thousand delivertZdvrmrd Orunatold, flmnlt
bear. I bunted for a week and never
ed in city. Address, A. GIngras, city.
even found a track. I honestly don't FOR SALE Nice, cool, shady six
believe there Is a bear in the region.
room brick house, one block from
S4IPLE AND CLUB R001
"In half a day near De Beque, Colo-rauRailroad avenue; lots of fruit; staI got two bears and one deer.
ble, chicken houses and yards; city
Dl Mmuro, Vlollnlmt
Prof.
Finest
We cannot advocate the admission of
water. Price, $1,500; $500 cash, rest
,se
Whiskies,
Cmlllmt
Jommph
v
Blondln,
A.
New Mexico to our glorious union un
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
8 per cent. Corner Fourteenth street
Brandies,
less she can produce a bruin or two
and Costello avenue.
120 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
trobmrt r. Blmlr, Vlollnlmt
Wines, etc.
for our nlmrods. Yours truly,
FOR SALE A good paying business;
Bmnjolmt
McKmnnm,
Sr.
f
riiiinp, don a suit of my medium-weigJohn
FIRSTOn
"JOHN E. WRIGHT."
a snap to right party. Will sell cheap
wool or lialbriKtfitn underwear; i0o to (3.00
if sold at once; reason, sickness. Ad'
per garment for our reliable kinds.
Two million Americana suffer the
dress II. 11., Citizen office.
torturing pangs of dyspepsia.
No
SECOND Take a neliee shirt, with delicate
figures or stripes, or plain white with smalt pleats;
Blood Bitters cures
to.
need
Burdock
FULL
ORCHESTRA
WITH
FOR
RENT.
DEALERS IN
60c to 13.50.
At any drug store.
FOR RENT New 2 room cottage with
THIRD Add sockx, cuffs, collars, neckwear,
LIQUORS AND GROCERIES
s
Lath; furniBbed complete for light
handkerchiefs, etc., from my attractive stock.
work on guns, type
For
housekeeping. Apply at 223 North
sack suit of
writers and novelty work call on Albu
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay and Grain. Imported French and
FOURTH Get Into a sprinif-weitrblue or black sere, cheviot or homespun fabric;
Fourth street.
TICKETS ON SALE AT MATSON'S querque Cycle and Arms company.
Italian Goods. Sole Agents for San Antonio Lime.
striped outing effect or quiet overpluid; such as cost
FOR RENT Furnished room; south
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
here from $10 to $12, with satisfaction guaranteed.
ern exposure; bath; near postomce.
FIFTH You must have a spring overcoat, eveu
office.
at
Inauire
this
Old 'Phone 247.
North Third 8treet,
2
0
if you wear It on your arm at times; here they are at
.
FOR RENT Well ventilated, furnish
from $8 to $18; short, medium or long styles.
room,
privilege
bath;
of
with
ed
SIXTH rut on one of our swell derby or soft
centrally located. Inquire at this ofhats; $2.50, $3 or $5.
MRS. MLAUGHLIN ENTERTAINED.

HONEY TO LOAN

JUST RIGHT..

00

coaV-fleW-

Our

Coffee

.

hand-painte-

To Beautify

few

A. J. I7IAL0Y,

Futrelle Furniture

!

ZEIGER CAFE

MALTHOID - ROOFING

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

an.

J.

DALDRlDGB.,

X4000x

j

FURNITURE

- CROCKERY
.

245 and 300

and

draw

The

with

at

The Jeweler

Meat Market

dt

unrest, cad suit

Borradaile &

COLOMBO HALL

AMERICAN

B.

CoM

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

RUPPE,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
DEPOSITORY'

TRUSS.

......

Ed F. Thomas, Dasso

V?

B.

ci--

THE ST.

ELMO

HINTS FOR
.t

MlA Y

COMFORT

.

ht

...TOTI & GRADI...

first-clad-

7

SF'KIJNCjr MKUICIJNE

ALBUQUERQUE

FOR THE BLOOD

SHEET AND METAL WORKS
T.

THE FRESHEST LINE OF ROOTS, HERBS AND

0. AHES, Proprietor.

--

Dealer in Stoves, Tin and Granite Ware
All Kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet

Iron Work to Order
IS SECOND STREET

l
5

s
Roofing, Guttering and Repairing

fice.

J.
MO

SEE-

H O'RIELLY

&

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS'

'mONt:ilf

TES

NKW

CO..
'MONK 210

FOR RENT From May 1 to Sept 1,
the Highland Hotel; will rent rooms
at $10.00 per month and up.
FOR RENT Nice front rooms for
light housekeeping; rent reasonable; 622 West Railroad avenue. Inquire In brick part.

Now you're fixed and oum'ht to feel good all this
season. Agent for Sweet-Or- r
overalls and pants, and
Nelson's $3.50 Shoes.

LOANS.

The Leading Clothier In Albuquerque

Qc3JEYtlTL2fANni
Address, postomce box 383,
querque, N. M.

Albu-

QUEBQt'K DAILY CITIZEN M0N1)A

THE21ALM

Wstm

National League.

1

7 13
6 12

2
3

At Colorado Springs
olorado Springs
Denver
C

H E

R

aagaaaaaggaoooQwttaaBaaaBfla

4
6

At Omaha

1

Omaha-De- s
Moines game called on
BattorU'g: Jones and Ahearn; Willis account of rain.
and Moran.
Quick Arrest.
A. Qulledge of Verbena, Ala., was
J.
K
R H
At New York
In the hospital from a severe
7 twice
3
6
Philadelphia
case of piles causing twenty-fou- r
tu
1
10 10
New York
mors. After doctors and all remedies
Cro-ulSparks
Zimmer;
and
Batteries:
failed, Bucklen's Arnica Salve quickly
Bowerraan and Bresnahan.
arrested further Inflammation and
R H E cured him. It conquers aches and
At St. Louis
25c at all druggists.
1 kills pain.
7
3
St. Ini8
o
5 11
0
Chicago
Ed Dixson of El Paso is in the city.
Batteries: Brown and Ryan; Hardy, He was at OJo Caliente, Taos county,
AVicker and Kling.
where he took the baths for rheumatism, and stopped over here to see
American League.
some friends en route on his return to
R H E El Paso. He will continue
At Clpvetand
south to
8
1
5
C! veland
the Pass City tonight.

Host on

13

introit

Batteries: Bonner and Abl'Ott;
ovan and Umlow.

S

2
16
Don-

Traveling Is Dangerous.
Constant motion Jars the kidneys
which are kept in place In the body by
R H E delicate attachments. This Is the reaAt Boston
6 son
12 17
Vcston
that travelers, trainmen, street car
S
8
5
York
Nt
men, teamsters and all who drive very
Uatterlrs: Young and Crlger; Tan-ii- t much, suffer from kidney disease In
liiil. Wells and O'Conner.
some from.
Foley's Kidney Cure
strengthens the kidneys and cures all
R H H forms of kidney and bladder disease.
At cnicago
2
8
5
Chicago
Geo. E. Hausan, locomotive engineer,
6
3
3
St. Louis
Lima, Ohio, writes, "Constant vibra-tloBatteries: Patterson and Sullivan;
of the engine caused me a great
Towel) and Kahoe.
deal of trouble with my kidneys, and I
got no relief until I used Foley's
R H E ney Cure." Alvarado Pharmacy. Kid
At Philadelphia
4
8
4
Washington
4
16 19
Thiladelphia
LICENSE TO DO BUSINESS.
Batteries: Patten and Clarke; Plank
following Is the continuation
The
and Powers.
and completion of the Ust of city merchants who have thus far this year
Western League
R H E paid their occupation taxes:
At Omaha
L. H. Shoemaker, dealer In merchan
4
8
8
Omaha
dise,
six months extending from Janu3
9
3
Dcs Moines
ary 6. 19(13; county, $2.50; school,
Batteries: Henderson and Thomas;
12.50.
Feeny, Barry and Fohl.
S. Benjamin & Co., dealers in mer
months extending
R H E chandise, twelve
At St. Joseph
0 from February 1. 1903: county. $10;
3
3
St. Joseph
$10.
."..2 3 0 school,
Peoria
H. G. Braunlefb, dealer in merchan
Batteries: Parvin and Garvin; Olmdise, six months extending from
sted and Wilson.
March 22, 1903; county, $2.50; school.
R H E $2.50.
Af Kansas City
Sam Kee, dealer In merchandise.
3
3 11
Kansas City
1 six months extending from March 25,
9
6
Milwaukee
Batteries: Halla and Messitt; Kenna 1903; county, $2.50; school, $2.50.
Emil Kleinwort, dealer In meats and
and Lucia.
lard, twelve months extending from
R H B March 13. 1903; county. $5; school, $5.
At Colorado Springs
S. E. Scott & Co., three months ex2
6 0
Denver
4
3 tending from April 1, 1903; county,
7
Colorado Springs
Batteries: Eyler and Schlel; Vllle- - $1 25; school, $1.25.
Gilbert Millinery company, twelve
niau and Doran.'
months extending from October 1,
1902; county. $5; school, $5.
American Association.
The Rothenberg & 8chloss Cigar
Minneapolis
At
1 company, dealers and manufacturers
Minneapolis
3 of cigars, three months from March 1,
Kansas City
19H3; county. $6.25; school. $6.25.
P. Lommorl & Co., dealers In mer
St.
Paul
At
2 chandise,
twelve months extending
St. Paul
3 from April 1, 1903; county, $5; school,
Milwaukee
n

$5.

At Columhus
Toledo
Indianapolis ....

...14

...

3

At Toleoc
Columlius .
Louisville .
College Base Ball.

.. .1

ni-ow-

5

Yale
17

Harvard
Wesleyan
West Point

7
3

Navy
West Virginia

9
2

Pennsylvania

7
3

YESTERDAY'S BASE BALL.
American League.
At

Chicago-Chic- ago

St. Louis
At Canton, Ohio
Cleveland
Detroit

National League.
At Cincinnati
Cincinnati
PitSbliurg
At St. Ixniis
St. Louts
C hicago
Second game
St. Louis
Chicago

American Association.
At Columbus

Columbus
Indianapolis

Fred Harvey, hotel keeper, twelve
months extending from May 10, 1903;
county, $20; school, 20.
Mike Dragoie, dealer In merchan
dise, six months extending from April
1, 1903; county, $2.50; school, $2.50.
2
M. P. Stamm, dealer In merchandise,
twelve months extending from April 1,
1903; county, $5; school, $5.
Z. Nader and wife, peddler with one
2
animal, three months; county, $31.25;
school. $31.25.
L. T. Delaney, dealer In merchan
0 dise, twelve moaths extending from
April 1, 1903; county, $5; school, $5.
Coney Island restaurant, six months
extending from April 14, 1903; county,
$2.50; school, $2.50.
. 3
M. F. Myers, restaurant keeper, for
. 6
twelve months extending from Octo. 8 ber 18. 1902; county $10; school, $10.
Geo. H. Brewer & Co., insurance
.13
agents, twelve months extending from
November 1, 1902; county, $5; school,
$5.

Milwaukee
KauKas City
At Minneapolis
Toledo

Iulsvill
At Miuntapolib

MiuneapolisSt. Paul game postpon
ed on account of raiii.

George H. Brewer & Co., real estate
agents, twelve months extending from
November 18, 19o2; county, $5; school,
$5.

At Milwaukee
1

2

copper-colore-

lliT-4-

d

.

inter-estin-

THE
ix

g

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. CA.

months extending from April

30,

platform, first observed the

forty-fiv-

DENVER A RIO GRANDE
RIO GRANDE SOUTHERN-

THE POPDLAU LINE TO
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Leadville,
d
Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Portland, Tacoma, Seattle, and also
Reaches all the principal Colorado, Utah and New Mexico
Glen-woo-

Charles Quier, dealer In merchandise, twelve mouths extending from
April 1, 1903; county. $5; school, $5.
Mrs. M. C. Wilson, dealer In merchandise, twelve mouths extending
from April 1, 1903; county, $5; school,
$5.

Fleming, dealers in millinery, twelve months extending from
April 1, 1903; county, $5; school, $3.
Hugh J. Trotter, dealer In groceries,

Parker

&

Citizen
8

.. ..TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS.. ..

Job

The Tourista' Favorite Route to all Mountain Resorts. The only
line passing through 8alt Lake City en route to Pacifii Coast.
Through Sleeping Cart between Denver and Alamosa, Cripple
Creek, Leadville, Gleenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Salt Lake
City, Ogden, Portland, San Francisco and Lot Angeles.
DINING CAR 8ERVICE a La Carte on all THROUGH TRAINS

Office

J. A. EDsON, Manager.
A. S. HUGHES, Gen. Traffic Man.
Denver Colo.
Denver, Colo.
8. K. HOOPER, Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Denver Colo.

e

903; county, $2.50; school, $2.50.
little girls representing the states of
Clarkeville coal yard, dealer In coal the union. Always attracted by chil
and wood, twelve months extending dren, he manifested appreciation of
from March 1, 1903; county.
.".:
the scene by a broad smile. A moment
school, $5.
later be caught sight of a radiantly
dressed little maiden on the outside of
Wanted.
the charmed circle, with her hands
We would like to ask, through the held pleadingly In his direction.
He
columns of your paper, If there Is sny looked more closely, donned his glass
person who has used Green's August es and then standing up gazed stead
Flower for the cure of Indigestion, fastly at the fair suppliant., As the

dyspepsia, and liver troubles that has
not been cured and we also mean
their results, such as sour stomach,
fomentation of food, habitual cos- tlveness, nervous dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feelings, sleepless
ness In fact, any trouble connected
with the stomach or liver? This medi
cine has been sold for many years in
all civilized countries, and we wish to
correspond with you and send you one
of our books free of cost. If you never
tried August Flower, try a
bottle first. We have never known of Its
falling. If so, something more serious
is the matter with you. The
size has just been Introduced this year.
Regular size, 75 cents. At all druggists.
O. G. Green, Woodbury, N. J. J. H.
O'Rlelly & Co.

(O

The

RIO GRANDE WESTERN
RIO GRANDE A SANTA FE

-

meaning of the tableau flashed upon
him he lay back In his chair and roared with laughter. Optic.
THE HAIR BRUSH.

--

THE.

The Citizen Job

Office is prepared to g

turn out work of
any character or
oualitv dfimanrlftrl.
at the right prices, g
Mail
out-of-to-

IN CONNECTION WITH THE

orders

"

for

custo

wn

mers given special g

Rock Island System
DAILY TRAINS
RUNS

2

Breeds Dandruff, Which Causes
ing Hair and Finally Baldness.
Prof. Unna. Hamburg, Germany,
European authority on skin diseases,
"THE FASTEST EVER"
says that dandruff is as contagious as
any other malevolent disease, and that
TO
one common source of the spread of
of
same
hair
the
City, St.
dandruff is the use
Membrush by different persons. The way to
avoid catching dandruff or any other
disease from another's brush is to Insist on the use of Newbrp's Herpiclde.
Call on Agent for full Information
It not only kills the dandruff germ,
N.
A.
BROWN,
G. P. A, E.
System, El Paao, Texas.
but It Is also an antiseptic that will
any
prevent
catching
disease
of
the
o
whatever through contagion of anA Daring Burglary.
brush.
other's
Mrs. LUlie, v. ho lives about ten miles
"Sold by leading druggists. Send
north of Raton, drove into town Tues
stamps for sample to The Her
The Great Republican
T
day, accompanied by a man giving his 10c In
ptclde Co.. Detroit, Mich. B. H. Briggs
name as Hlggins, a stranger whom & Co., special agents.
Paper of America
1
o
she had employed about her premises
gest
shoes-stronBoys' W. L. Douglas $2.60
The Qreat News- for two or three days. After arriving
boys' shoe In the world-m- ade paper of the World.
here Hlggins very unaccountably got
of box calf or vlcl kid, at $2.60.
in a great hurry to return to the ranch,
which he did some time In advance Simon Stern, Railroad Ave, Clothier.
of Mrs. Llllle's leaving for home. Af
Elgin, Monarch and Cluett shorts,
ter his arrival there he helped himself all the new color combinations and Almost equal to Dally at the price of a Weekly. The latest telegraphic
to a gold watch and chain, necklace white, pleated, $1.00 and $2.50. SInews form all part of the World every Tuesday and Friday. Full and Cor
and snuff box, the latter valued as an MON STERN, the Railroad avenue
rect Market Report. A variety of Interesting and Instructive reading matheirloom, as it had been in the family clothier.
ter for every member of the family. Unequaled aa a Newspaper and Home
over two hundred years and was preo
Journal. Two papers every week. One Dollar e year SAMPLE COPIES
bring
results.
Citizen "want ads"
sented to Mrs. Llllie by her grandfaFREE.
ther. Hlggins then went to meet Mrs.
Llllie and gave the alarm; but someTHE GLOBE PRINTING CO.. St. Louis Mo.
thing In his manner aroused the lady's
OhiIm,
suspicions and she accused him of be- Py4LKlArR.
friable
4lt, f ru rlrt
or . ii 1
n r.nuLinn
ing the thief, and after pleading with
nivetaJlto
I 41 old
fcoiM. mI4
In
annrii
him induced him to return the stolen
with ilurtbtMH. Take
Ufit
tllt.
m4
lnll
tBtllatlM
OrNftg
property. Hlggins then made good his
hw
f
I lm.
ut.
ard 4.
yut
omix W ParttVtjInr, TeatlUU
escape and at this writing has not been
ud " ltrllfr far l.tlM" m Utlar, by
Mull. lO.OtlO IrailmuDltU. Hold b
apprehended. Raton Gazette.
hrmgist..
Ce,
4'nlrhetr 'henlMl
M
HI LA., ft
A. A. Herren, of Finch, Ark., writes,
Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
Nothing has ever equalled it
prepartlon for coughs, colds and lung
"For ysara and years a BurtlngtC badge or a Burling,
Nothing can ever surpass it
trouble. I know that It has cured con
ton uniform, whether on train-maengine-mabrakeman,
sumption In the first stages." Alvarado
or agant has stood for all the courtesy and consideration of
Pharmacy.
an American gentleman and trie loyalty to duty of the trained
aoldler." Nebraska City Newa.
Tickled Teddy.
TO OMAHA AND CHICAGO.
Joe Goodlander, the popular repreTO KAN8A8 CITY AND 8T. LOUIS.
sentative pf the Myers Drug company
of St. Louis, who Is in the city on ofTWO
THRO' TRAINS FROM DENVER DAILY OVER
ficial business, says the tableau preBURLINGTON
RAILS ALL THE WAY.
grounds
on
of
the
Alvarado
the
sented
illustrating the statehood situation of
A Perfect For All Throat and
President Roosevelt, was admirably
Lung Troubles.
Cure :
carried out. Joe says the president
Money back If It fails. Trial BettlM free.
after taking hla seat on the elevated
Fall-

TO THE NORTH AND EAST

Kansas

25-ce-

Blanks
of all kinds on hand
mininy, rail estate
and loan blanks,
five cents each.
These blanks are
very carefully
drawn, and are issued by authority.

Louis, Chicago or

phis and Principal Points.

25-ce-

P.-N.-

TWICE EVERY WEEK

Tlin
UV aj L

k2rr
LtUUlO

GiobeDemocrat
ONE DOLLAR

1

The Latest
Type Faces
for cards, circulars,
letter heads, envelopes, bill heads,
pamphlets, etc.

PER YEAR

Pennyroyal, pills
4.

We
Will Not

1

vr ft

,

ft

A badge

of the
Burlington.

n,

agent, for
twelve months extending from March
1, 1903; county, $5; school, $5.
G. B. Williams, dealer In drugs, for
twelve months extending from January 1, 1903; county, $5; school, $5.
B. G. Briggs & Co., dealers In drugs,
twelve months extending from March
13, 1903; county, $5; school, $5.
Victor & Israel, Insurance agents,
twelve months extending from April
1, 1903; county. $5: school $5.
Wertzberger & Dlehan, restaurant
keeper, six months- extending from
February 3, 1903; county, $5; school,
W. Galles, insurance

$5.

22

dear
those who pin their
faith to Mercury find out sooner or later. This powerful poison combined with Potas.i, is the treatment generally presented for Contagious Blood Toison, but failure
and disappointment is t lie invariable result. These tnin
trals drive in theaores and eruptions, and apparently the
disease is gone and the patient believes the cure permanent, but aoon learns better when the old symptoms
return almost as soon as the treatment is left off. Vnn
must either keep the system saturated with mercury or cnlure the tortures
of aore mouth, ulcerated throat and the mortification that one naturally
feels when the body is covered with disgusting sores, rashes,
plotche and other aggravating symptoms of this vile disease.
Mercury and Totasli are poor crutches, and their use eventually breaks
down the constitution, ruins the digestion and cause the bones to decav.
h. b. t., a guaranteed purely vegetable remedy, is the
only antidote for Contagious Blood Poison. It destroys every atom of the deadly virus, overcomes the
bad effects of the mercury and cleanses the blood and
system so thoroughly that never after are any signs
of the disease seen. Nor is the taint ever transmittr.1 ir fit
We will send free our book on Contagious Blood p, Ison, which is
and contains full directions for treating yourself t home. Medical
advice or any sjecial information desired given without charge.

I

-

Princeton

Denver & Rio Grande System

A POOR CRUTCH.
Experience is a
teacher, as

I'tiitrt-ruiM- i

Ilfeld Bros., dealers In merchandise,
twtelve months extending from April
1, 1903; county, $10; school, $10.
E. O. Garcia & Co., dealers In merchandise, twfUve months efritending
from April 1, 1903; county, $S; school,
$5.
L.

,

18

At St. Joseph
R H B St. Joseph
5 Peoria
8 14

Ai Pittsburg
rittslnirK
0
16 18
Cincinnati
flatteries: Wilhelm, Falkenberg and
Phelps; Toole and Bergen.
At Brooklyn
Brooklyn

League.

At Kansas Cltr
Kansas City
Milwaukee

SATURDAY'S BASE BALL.

.MAY 11 li)03

Dr. King's
Nov Discovory

Automatic 'Phone No. 516
Residence, Automatic 'Phone
Bell Telephone No. 115.

LOCAL UNDERTAKER SAN TA FE PACIFIC

COMHERCIAL

291

RAILROAD.

CLUB BUILDINO.

Trees! Trees! Trees!
DO YOU WANT TREES?

Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Shrub-

bery

Plants.

Strawberry

and

Thoroughly

Acclamated-Nie- e

Clean Stock

SPECIAL ATTFNTION OIVRN TO PACKINO AND SHIPPfNQ
Send for Pile

..Santa
1

1

LUtYcur Patronage Solicited.

Nursery..

H"e

GRANT RIVENBIRG,

is in hi

inaii

11

hi in

Proprietor

lilullnpii

(ito

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
6.

W. VALLERY, General

A

rent?

DENVER.

The Themometer is
Seldom Higher Than

do shoddy work
even at your price,
but no other office
in the southwest
can do better work
than The Citizen
does.
o
8

Blank

o
o
o
o
o

Books
The CITIZEN lis
equipped to manufacture to order any
style of blank book,
no matter how intricate the ruling.
Make up your form
just as you want it,
and let us give you
our estimate.

Book
I Binding

o
o
2
8

to
r?

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

a

80 in Mexico City

Books, magazines,
pamphlets, oa t a
logues, etc., bound

Thla "Paris of Latin America" is situated over six thousand feet
above the level of the sea, and the heat of the lower altitudes la never
experienced.
Although not Generally known summer la the Tory
best of seasons to visit the Land of Manana."
The dally afternoon rain, which laata about thirty minutes, so
cools the atmosphere as to make the evenings and nit
lovely.
Between the music, the flowers and the pretty customs of cur
Mexican neighbors; between the beautiful night, and balmy mornings, and the cooling sea breeses of day, one becomes so entranced
with h beauty of thla country as to never forget his trip under
The White Umbrella,"

in; any style lowest

to

rates.

o

W. D. MURDOCK,
A, O. & P. A., Mexico

W. C. MEAD,

a A., El Paso.

to

C. R. HUD80N,
O. F. A P. A.,Mexlco.

i
O

o
O
0
o

o
8

We
Never

fhe Mexican Central
Is prepared tc (ura'b you w lth the best of accommodations
points in Mexico.
Call on or address.

Satisfaction

guaranteed.

is

Disappoint

O

o

O

8
8
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

8
o
o

fo
w

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY ClTIZfeN MON
"Oread Canyon Illuminated Mount,'
"Leaser Platinum Printa" on sale at
Santa Fe ticket offlce for 25 centa. Call
and ae tamplea. F. L. Myers, agent

Reort

Mesa

Three miles from town. Just north
of Mountain road. Corered wagon np
and back every day. Tent room wltb
best of water or board and lodging;
terms reasonable. For particulars In
quire this offlce.

Mrs. Anderson fa the letter which follows expresses the general sentiment of
ner sex when ah witM , n
fterce's medicine is the test in the world
jvrncm ana nervous Women.
"I would like to express my grstit..de
to TOU for thj
t
from your wonderful medicine, Fs vo ile
. .
' .
Prpirntrfinw

FRIGHTENED I
The Agony Endured by
Nervous Women.

hnfi.

My nerves are all unstrung" is the
expressive way in which a woman is

,,.

Spring suits of superior quality and
superior workmanship. A picked show
ing of the best products of the season,
The very latest novelties In the finest
grades of pure wool casslmeres and
pure worsted cheviots. The blggeBt
stock of clothing ever brought to the
territory. Call around and let us show
you.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

God-sen-

Co

chise, ss.
To M. J. Sherlock, his heirs and as
signs:
Tou are hereby notified that I have
expended one hundred dollars ($100.00)
In labor and improvements upon the
"Aunt Betsy" Mining Claim, situate in
Peralta Canon, Cochlti District Bernalillo Co., New Mexico, as will appear
by certificate filed February 8, 1898, in
the offlce of the recorder of said County, in order to hold said premises under the provisions of section 2324 Revised Statutes of the United States, being the amount required to hold the
ame for the year ending December 31,
1902.

And if within ninety days from the
serving of this notice, you fall or refuse to contribute your proportion of
such expenditure, together with the
cost of this publication, as a
your Interest in the said claim will become the property of the aubscrlber un
der said section 2324.
Dated March 19th, 1903.
ALEX CONRAD,
Signature.
r,

.

See the new Knox Pantourls hat.
comes In the light beaver color. The
swellest thing in the market. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
o

Our linen display Is attractive; our
prices none the less so. Albert Faber,
Grant building.
We are headquarters for lace curtains, draperies and portieres. Albert
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
o

See our new spring line of carpets.
We can save you money. Albert Faber, 305 West Railroad avenue.
Spring Goods
in mattings, wicker goods, rockers,
$.150 and up. Gasoline and oil stoves,
refrigerators, $10.00 and up. Linoleum,
carpets, etc. We want your trade;
either cash or time. We Can't be undersold. Futrelle Furniture Co., west
end of Viaduct
Ties, Hosiery, Hats, Suits, all for
1903. Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Easter,

L

f4

v

o

F. A. jones, . MM C. E.
Consulting Mining Engineer
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survej
Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence solicited,
o

Early spring styles or W. L. Douglas
shoes are at band.
Every style is
shown from the patent leather vlcl
dress shoe to the heavy box calf working styles, at $3 and $3.50.
Simon
Stern, Railroad Avenue Clothier.
Indianapolis, Ind., June
1903,
annual meeting Travelers' Protective
Association of America. Rate one fare
plus $2 for round trip. Dates of sale
June 7 and 8; final rteurn trip June 20.
For further Information call at ticket
offlce. F. L. Myers, agent.

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.

If you want to
E.

Advertise in newspapers
anywhere at anytime
call on or write
Advertising: Agency
Dale's
C
6

alr

hauU Exuluuigo

Saw Francisco

cat.

almost into convulsions." Such a condition of nervousness generally indicates
womanly diseases.
It is useless to attempt to cure nervousness by the use of
WAKCOT1C3

ARE DEADLY

for the nervous woman whose need is
not to make the nerves sletp but to
make them strong, not to numb them
but to nourish them. The best medicine for nervous women is Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription. It cures nervous-Bes- s
because it cures the causes which
are behind nervousness.
It establishes
regularity, dries the drains which undermine the health and strength, heals
inflammation and ulceration and cures
female weakness. It makes weak women
strong and sick women well.
" Dr. Pierce's medicines are the best I
have ever used," writes Mrs. C Nelson,
of Chemawa, Marion Co., Oregon. "My
health was badly run down when I consulted him by letter. My limbs were
cold snd my head hurt me continually.
I was so nervous that the least thing
would startle me almost into convulsions. I had palpitation of the heart so
bad that I could scarcely walk sometimes.
I felt utterly discouraged, but
two bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription and one of 'Golden Medical
Discovery' made a new woman out of
me. We are never without Dr. Pierce's
Pellets in the house."
Nothing is claimed for Dr. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription but is claimed for
It by the women who have been cured
by its use.
Rehind every claim is a
sure yes, a thousand cures.
In fart.

--

cloth-boun-

cNew Mexico Towns
SANTA

FE.

From the New Mexican.
The marshal and city police force
should Impound all stray animals, especially burros, found wandering about
the city. This Is a nuisance that should
be promptly abated.
Miss Mabel Keleher, daughter of
Michael Keleher, died at Galisteo yesterday morning of an affection of the
throat. She was 14 years of age. Her
father is a contractor in the employ of
the Santa Fe Central railway.
The main reservoir of the Santa Fe
Water and Light company is running
over. It has a capacity of 450,000,000
gallons and the fact that It Is full is
assurance that there will be plentiful
supply of water this summer.
Frank Lopez died at bis home In
precinct 4 at an early hour this morning aged alout 65 years. Deceased had
been 111 but a few hours when his
death came. He Is survived by a wife,
four sons and two daughters.
Suit for divorce was filed In the First
district court for Santa Fe county this
morning by counsel for Virginia Breton de Martin vs. John Martin. The
plaintiff alleges that she was married
to John Martin in 1888, and that he de
serted her five years ago. since which
time she has had no knowledge of his
whereabouts, and has bad to support
herself.
The unsightly and ugly portal In
front of the Delgado building on the
west side of the plaza should be taken
down by the city authorities, If the
proprietor of the property does not do
so. It has served Its purpose and is not
necessary today. The appearance oi
the west side of the plaza would be
greatly Improved If It were removed.
Col. J. Francisco Chaves, territorial
superintendent of public instruction, is
in receipt of a communication from
William Farr, dean of the Nashville
College of Law, In which It is announced that Colonel Chaves has been elected to receive the degree of doctor ol

.

J KODOL
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Tent City, Coronado Beach, Callfcrnla.

Go IVeat to

Surf bathing, ocean breezes, snow capped Sierras. You caa huy
a combination ronnd trip ticket to San Diego this summer Including railroad and Pullman fare, meals en route, one day at
Grand Canyon, and two weeks' board and lodging at Coronado
Tent City at a very low price. Tent City la a popular Southern
California summer seaside resort.
Write for full particulars
about this delightful vacation trip.
AtC hit OH.
aayjjj
L, Myara
i
f
UmTgX r. Agant
Top.km at

rW'WT

Kodol

pressed admiration of the scenery
tween Santa Fe and
Vegas.

Mrs. Lorlnt Nlehola o Peim Yin, N. T.,
writes: After mint, my food would dlatrea
me br maklnf mr hert palpitate and I would
become rery weak. Finally I tot a bottle of
Kodol and It fare me Immediate relief. After
Mint a few bottles I am cured.

be-

s

Kodol cures Indigestion, dyspepsia
and all stomach disorders, and gives
the heart a full, free and untram-mele- d
action.
Bottles only. $1.00 Site holdlnf 3H times
the trial ette, which sails for 60s
rKSPAMD IT

E.C.DeWltt
A Co.
Chicago

B.

the Ocean

California' Bummar Cllmata Flnaat In tha World
Cool Trip on tha anta ra

Dlfests What You Eat

d

nerves of a healthy person. To
the nervous woman such sudden sounds are like a blow in i vol it i
the face and they cause intense
sunertng.
The extent oi tnts
suffering may be gathered from Mrs.
Nelson' s experience told in the letter
given below.
She says, " was so nervous that the least thing would startle me

1903
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WHAT WOMEN DREAD.
tened to his brilliant discourses.
There is a sentence 1:1
The south hound passenger train
Mrs. Anderson's
was a little late Wednesday morning
will strike a sjui
pathetic chord in the brehsi and the passengers were served with
of every woman. She breakfast at San Marclal. There was
writes of
Favorite Pie a goodly number of representative peoecription."
ple on the train and as they promenad"hiss God-sento weak
long platform many expresand sickly women, restor ed the
good health without sub- sions of admiration were made and
jecting their weak nerves echoed as tq the attractive and very
to the shock of an examinapleasing appearance of the town. And
tion
they were all true, for San Marclal Is
Women dread the in- certainly arrayed In the choicest garb
delicate questionings, the
offensive examinations snd of spring splendor at the present time.
the obnoxious local treatSpring Ailments.
ment considered necessai)
by many local physician
There is an aching and tired feeling;
AU these may generally l.e tue liver, bowels and kidneys become
v
avoided bv a cone.u1tatir.ti
a. 1
sluggish and Inactive, the digestion imn y . rrm.
hv letter with rir Pij.n- WAu for which there is abso paired, with little or no appetite, no
lutely no cnarge. Sick ar.d ambition for anything, and a feeling
ailing women are invited to consult Dr that the whole body and mind needed
Pierce, by letter, free. All correspond
toning up. The trouble Is, that during
ence is strictly privste and the written winter,
there has been an accumulaconfidences of women are treated with
the same privacy observed by Dr. Piert tion of waste matter in the system.
verbal consultations with women M Herblne will remove It, secure to the
the Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Insti secretions a right exit, and by ita tonic
tute. Buffalo, N. Y. Address Dr. R. V. effect, fully restore the wasted tissues
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
give strength in place of weak
Because Dr. Pierce's offer Is free it is and
not be classed with those offers of "free ness. 50c at J. H. ORielly ft Co.
medical advice" msde by men or women
LAS VEGA8.
who have neither the legal nor the pro
fessional right to practice medicine. 11
they dared to put out their signs with From the Advertiser.
the title Doctor upon them, the law would
Mrs. Dan Rhodes received the
instantly deal with them. They don't news of the death of her father sad
by
dare to do this, and yet, though without
medical training, medical knowledge ot paralysis at Iola, Kansas.
Mrs. J. K. Shlrmer, wife of the local
medical experience, they cunningly offei
"free medical advice." The law can't manager of the Postal Telegraph comtouch that claim because anyone can pany, returned after an eastern visit
give free advice on any subject, but s of three months.
woman knows that the advice of bet
Charles Ilfeld received word by
laundress is perfectly worthless as to
telegraph that his wife and Ike
the cutting and fitting of her gown.
In consulting with Dr. Pierce, women Bacharach had arrived from Germany
not only consult with a real doctor, but and would start at once for the Mea
one who is a specialist in the treatment dow City.
and cure of diseases peculiar to women,
Meolas T. CordoVa was in charge of
and who, assisted by his staff of nearly a
score of physicians, has in a little more over 150 natives who left for Sugai
than thirty years treated and cured hun- City, Colo., to work In the beet sugai
dreds of thousands of women.
fields.
The James Robblns woolen mill will
WOMKlf HEED IT
Every woman needs s copy of Doctor start operations on Tuesday, after a
Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser, few months idleness. R. Studebaker
containing 1008 large pages, which is will continue as foreman of the sorting
sent free on request of those who semi
stamps to pay expense of mailing only. department and M. G. Stewart will run
the engine room.
Send 31 one-cestamps if the
d
The Red Men are making all prepar
volume is desired, or only 21
stamps for the book in paper covers. ations for a large meeting Tuesday evAddress Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo. N. Y. ening In the Knights of Pythias
hall.
Over forty members are In and many
applicants are on the waiting list oi
this growing lodge. Francis E. Chutes,
who is the district organizer for New
Mexico
and Arizona, has just returned from Deming, where he in
stalled a lodge of seventy. Albuquer
law by the college. Colonel Chaves que hag over 150 members, while Ra
has written Dean Farr thanking him ton leads the list with nearly 200. The
Vegas lodge Is coining to the front
and the college for the honor thus
voluntarily conferred upon him, but at and no doubt will have the strongest
organization In the territory.
tne same time declining the honor.
From the Optic.
Cures When Doctor Fail.
The wife of Julian Haca, one of the
Mrs. Frank Chiasson, Patterson. La.,
writes June 8th, 1901: "I had malaria best known families in the Pecos rlvei
fever in very bad form, was under country, died during the last week o
treatment by doctors, but as soon as I old age, being upward of a hundred
stopped taking their medicine the years old.
Marie Romero, while ascending the
fever would return. I used a sample
bottle of Herblne, found It helped me. steps leading to her sister's home on
Then bought two bottles, which com- the west side slipped and fell, striking
pletely cured me. I feel grateful to you her face and receiving several severe
for furnishing such a splendid med- bruises and cuts on the face; nothing
icine, and can honestly recommend serious, however.
Willie Bernard was sent to the San
It to those suffering from malaria, as
Miguel National bank Tuesday by his
it will surely cure them." Herblne,
mother to draw out $55. which he did,
50c at J. H. ORielly A Co.
receiving It all in bills, but while on
o
the way to his mother's home on the
SOCORRO.
west side, In some unaccountable manFrom the Chieftain.
ner, he lost the entire amount.
Two children In the family of Mr.
In the case of the minor child, Al
and Mrs. W. Hurst are suffering a fredo Garcia, wherein the mother
light attack of scarlet fever.
sought to regain possession of the
Capt. T. J. Matthews had one of his child after having given it into the
hands severely burned at the Windsor possession of another woman to take
by the explosion of a lamp.
care of because she was unable to do
Attorney J. G. Fitch is out and at- so herself, the probate court decided
tending to liusim-h- s
again after a that neither woman was competent to
month's confinement with an affection have the custody of the child under
of the eyes.
the law, so appointed A. A. Sena as
Charles Sperling and family will the child's guardian.
leave in a few days for Belen, where
Amelia Borrego de Duran has fllec"
Mr. Sperling will resume his position suit for divorce against her husband,
with the John Becker Mercantile com- Manuel Duran, in this county. The
pany.
couple were married upon October 16,
F. G. Bartlett returned home from 1893, at the East Side Catholic church
a month's almost continuance absence by Father O'Keefe. and lived togethei
looking after his Interests In the vi- happily as man and wife until Septemcinity of Magdalena during the lamb- ber, 1900, when without cause or
ing and shearing season.
provocation, she alleges, he did wil
A. I). Coon, who owns one of the fully and deliberately leave,
desert
largest orchards in Socorro county, and abandon her and bed two children.
says that the prospect for fruit this nd has continued to d so up to
the
season Is fairly good, though it Is still present time, and has 'rovlded noth-t- ,
a little early to form an accurate esti- Ing toward their suppt
forcing her
mate.
to support herself
d children by
Mr. and Mrs. A. Mayer are the proud her own labor. She u lis for
a com- parents of a bright boy baby that ar- - plete divorce from the
appreciative

11

Are dua to Indigestion. Ninety-nin- e
of everyone hundred people who hava
heart trouble can remember when It
was simple indigestion. It la a scientific fact that all cases of heart disease, not organic, are not only traceable to, but are ths direct result of
Indigestion. All food taken Into ths
stomach which falls of perfect digestion ferments and swells the stomach,
puffing It up sf tlnst the heart. This
Interferes with the action of the heart,
and In the course of time that delicate
but vital organ becomes diseased.

.
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Weak

lett-i-whic-

narcotics.

Notice of Forfeiture.

Territory of Arizona, County of

k

fV
SM?lQy

205 South

,.

son, of Rockbridge Baths, Rockbridge
d
Coi' Xf; "U
to weik
sut sickly women, restoring good henl
th
without subjecting their weak server to
the shock of an examination.
"I was all run down in health fit m
November until March could not wo.-but a short while without resting. V a
so nervous at times that I could not evi-write; had a very poor appetite, snd
what I ate did not seem to do me mn.-good. I decided to write to Dr. Pierce
Foley's Honey and Tar Is peculiarly
snd state my case, snd am thankful that
. -- ... adapted for asthma, bronchitis and
I did. for in Hiw tim. T
able reply as to what kind of medicine hoarseness. Alvarado Pharmacy.
10 aae. i sent, ana got tt
and commenced taking I lie
SAR MARCIAL.
'Favoril Prrarrinti fin ' at. ft
'Pellets.' Took six bottl.- From the Bee.
of 'Favorite Prescription,'
Our new depot and the Nisbet block
one ot 'Oohlen Medir.il
Discovery' and one vial ol are going up rapidly, and the rock for
'Pellets.' Icannowwoik the foundation of the opera house Is
as well ss I could before r being corded.
wss taken sick. I think
Last Tuesday night at Christ's
Dr. Pierce's medicine the
best in the world for sick church the Rev. Renlson. of Albuquersnd nervous women. Msy que, baptized a class of nine children.
God bless you in yottr good He also preached In the afternoon and
work."
evening and large congregations lis-

apt to describe a condition of extreme
nervousness.
The figurative expression
unstrung" may be unscientific but it
Coronado Tent City, Coronado, Cat. pathetically suggests the grand harp of
nervous system, strung and keyed
We will bare on sale to Coronado the
for harmonies by its Maker, now become
Beach, Cal., on every Tuesday, Thurs so unstrug that it gives out nothing
but
day and Saturday during May, June, Jarring discords. Nervous people rarely
July, August and September, 1902; receive the sympathy which is their due.
round trip tickets at rate of $35, limit The dropping of a book which causes
ed to November 30, 1903; stopovers In the nervous woman to start, or the slamof a door which causes her to
either direction weBt of Barstow, CaL ming
For further Information call on ticket cream, are sounds which do not jar the
agent Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe.
F. L. Myers, agent

Mrs. Baniuiui, at ner parlors, No
First street, over the Hyde
Exploring Expltlon store, is prepared
tc give thorough scalp treatment do
hair dressllng, treat corns, bunion
and Ingrowing nails. She gives mas
sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs
Bambini's own preparations of com.
plexlon cream builds up the skin and
Improves the complexion, and are
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair falling
out; restores life to dead hair; removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Give her a trial. She also has
a very fine tooth powder which she
guarantees to be free from all metallic
substances. It perfumes the breath,
hardens the gums and makes the teeth
clean and white. It is highly recom
mended by all first class dentists. Also a face powder, a freckle cure, and
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
these preparations are purely vegeta
ble compounds. Give her a trial.
Automatic telephone 490.

r.
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rtv Sunday morning, May 3. to gladden their home. Needleag to say, the
little fellow will receive hospitable entertainment.
A fine nine pound 'girl arrived at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F.
TaUcchl at Cat Mountain on Wednesday morning In time for dinner. Mrs.
A. F. Katzensteln, of this city, Is a
guest at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Tabacchl.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Abeytia returned
to their home In this city from an absence of several weeks at the resorts
of southern California. They had an
exceedingly enjoyable time and both
were much benefitted by the trip.

AY

H. Brlggs A Co. and. S. Vann A 8on

Manuel
and the custody of the two
children, both girls, aged 8 and 6 respectively.

Albuqaaraua

MONUMENTS.
All kinds of atone and marble work.

Prices moderate. Shop and yard corWhen you want a pleasant physic ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
H. Q. MAURINO ft CO.
o
Tablets. They are easy to take and
Each season brings out some new
pleasant In effect. For sale by all
features and an improvement over
druggists.
last. All our carta are fitted with new
and improved gear, easy riding springs
RATON.
and durable, and more elaborate than
From the Gazette.
ever shown before. We have about SO
Mrs. L. Dukeland left for Chicago assorted prices ranging from 14.00 to
on an extended visit to her daughters, $30.00. Don't fall to aee them before
Mrs. E. W. Davis and Miss Nellie buying. W. V. Futrelle Furniture Co,
corner Second and Coal.
Dukeland.
Mrs. J. G. Jordan and baby left for
Dawson. Mrs. Jordan has been In the
KHnute
city several months visitlns: with her Fop Coughs, Colds
and Croup.
mother, Mrs. Darling.
The commencement exercises of the
grammar schools will take place at the
high school room on the evening of
the zoth of this month. Those who CONTRACTOR
AND BUiLOER
have completed the work of the eighth
grade will be granted diplomas, which
Doors and Window Screens.
will admit them to the high school.
Paul Duriker. aged 29. died at the
All Kinds of Jobbing.
home of J. M. Vandyke of tuberculosis.
His old partner. Mr. Melliorn. arrived
the alley of First National
from South Bend, Indiana, and tool SHOP-- ln
the remains back to the old home for Bank Building.
Interment.

One

Cough Curo

JOHN HART

World Wide Reputation.
White's Cream Vermifuge
has
achieved a world wiue reputation as
being the best of all worm destroyers,
and for Its tonic influences on weak
and unthrifty children, as it neutralizes the acidity or sourness of the
stomach, Improves their digestion, and
assimilation of food, strengthens their
nervous system, and restores them to
For Those Who Lve On Farms.
health, vigor and elasticity of spirits
B. A. SLEYSTER.
Dr. Bergin. Pana. III., writes: "I
natural to childhood.
25c at J. H.
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
have used Ballard's Snow Liniment;
Oiwelly A Co.
FIRE INSURANCE,
always recommend It to my friends,
REAL ESTATE,
LAS VEGAS.
as I am confident there Is no better
NOTARY PUBLIC.
CROMWJCLL BLOCK.
made. It is a dandy for burns." Those ROOMS
From the Optic.
Automatic Telephone 174.
who live on farms are especially liable
An Inventory of the estate of the to many accidental cuts, burns
and
late Irad Cochran was filed In the bruises, which beal rapidly when Bal
W.
probate court.
lard's Snow Liniment Is applied. It
Five new members were Initialed should always be kept In the house
into the order of B'nai B'rlth at their for cases of emergency. 25c, 60c and
meeting recently. They were: A. M. 11.00 at J. H. O'RIelly ft Co.
Cerrllloe and Gallup Domeatle Lume
Adler, Max Nordbaus, H. Graubarth,
Coal,
15.00 par ton.
SILVER
CITY.
Arthur Ilfeld and Jack Benedix.
Anthracite Nut, 97.50 per ten.
The claim of the San Miguel NationAnthracite, larger sizes, 97.75 per
al bank for ,1,738.40 on a promissory From the Enterprise.
George Wltzel, of Denver, has arriv ton.
note against the estate of the late S.
ed In the city and taken a position
Wood and Kindling, all aliee.
A. Clements was recently decided In
with his brother, Adolf F. Witzel. In
favor of the plaintiff In the probate
the Cave saloon.
Yard and Office: 107 Eaat Railroad
court.
W. E. Mclean, the taxlrdermist, has avenue; uptown office, Armljo bldg.
George Chaves, while on his way
left for Morencl, Ariz., to be at the
home from this city a few days ago,
Telephones:
Automatic, 419 and
bedside of
going down
Cuervitas a strap to not expectedhis aged mother, who Is 267; Bell, 45.
live.
to
the harness broke and the horses be
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Cundlff
came frightened and ran away, throw
DEVOE'S READY
MIXED PAIN
ing Mr. Chaves out. He was badly pleasantly entertained a small party
of
friends the other evening; a trip One Gallon Cover 300 Square Fees
shaken up and had his arm dislocated through
the menagerie and an enthusi
at the shoulder. He remained unconTWO COAT8.
game of tennis by moonlight be
scious for two hours. A boy who was astic
ing
the features.
fcrWTER'S 8UPPUC5
with him was uninjured.
Mrs. Lily Mattocks has left for Gilt
Mo8e Klifforee was sent to the county Jail for forty-fivdays on the 16th Edge, Fergus county, Montana, where
of March for the crime of stealing a she will Join her husband, James Mat
pistol from Ralph Hunter. He escaped tocks, a prosperous miner of that
A large number
of friends
from the Jail, and is now at large. place.
Some one is keeping him in hiding dere at the station to bid her farewell
Col. P. R. Smith was up from Demaway from the officers' clutches. One
night since he has been out of jail he ing Tuesday. Mr. Smith says three
made an assault on Mr. Harrison's of the directors of the National Colony
house with villainous Intent. A little and Sanitarium for Consumptives, will
lead mixed up with bis Interior econo be in Deming the 15th of the present
my would be a wholesome diet, if such month, to look over the proposed site
for the sanitarium and perfect other
actions are persisted in.
details.
Miss Lizzie Causland, formerly of
From the Advertiser.
Patricio Sena Is behind the counters this city, was married In Deming the
again at the Romero Mercantile com- other evening to Ixmis Moore, of that
place. The ceremony was performed
pany, after a few days indisposition.
at the residence of Sam Brown. Mr.
Jas. L. Matt, of the Standish-Mat- l
copper reducing plant, is In Denver to Moore Is employed In the Headlight
offlce.
SEE THE PRICES. 8EE THE COOOS
purchase machinery for the ne-Nothing has been heard from Vhlt- plant.
Harness
95.50 to 940.0u
L. Clements, the well known travel taker, the colored man who became In
Farmers' Plow Harness, $7.60
Ing man, returned
from the uppei sane while on a camping trip to the
95.25 to 955.00
Saddles
country, and reports business flourish Gila and escaped to the hills. Whit- taker was a waiter in one of the hotels
ing in that country.
Mrs. T. D. A. Cockerell, accompa here and was about 25 years of age. Fine Cowboy 8addles, Leather, Ous
ters, Collars, Axle Oils, etc
nied by a party of school children, His wife died in the east a short time
spent a pleasant day In the canyon ago, and brooding over her death, to Whip
15c to
gether with severe drinking finally un
above the Montezuma.
dermined
his
reason.
Mrs. Willard Spate received the sad
William Forbes returned from eastIntelligence of the death of her father,
who was a pioneer of Chicago. Mrs. ern Oregon, where he closed up bis 40C Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
Spate was unable to attend the fune- cattle and horse business. Mr. Forbes
engage
intends
to
in the cattle busiral.
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
At the session of the county com ness in this county. The gentleman
came
Oregon
from
August
in
for
his
K.
Second atreet, net ween Kallroad aad
H. Salazar, proprietor ol
missioners
Jopper -- veaae
tne Advertiser, was appointed county wife's health and he is so pleased with
printer for San Miguel county. The the climate that he tlecided to close up
.
contract of the defunct Record having his business in the northwest and lo- Horses and Mules bought and exeaaag-edLivery,
Sale,
Feed
and
cate
here.
beeu annulled by its suspension the
iTansfer Stablta
Samuel Llndauer has purchased the
board, by unanimous consent, declared
s
Interest of E. M. Harris in the
Mr. Salazar the county printer.
EfT TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
firm of Llndauer A Harris and
Considerable interest was aroused
will
unconduct the business
yesterday morning by the appear- hereafter
AddTesa W. L. TRIMBLE ft CO,
Albonuerque. N. 1st.
ance on the streets of a large Win-to- der his own name. Mr. Llndauer is too
automobile, which arrived from well known to the people of this secFRENCH
TANSY WAFERS.
Santa Fe in the night. The occupants tion of the country to need any Introcan
depend upon aecurii
Ladlea
were Phil Delaney, leslle Carleton, duction and that a large measure of permanent relief from Irregular
will
be
success
In
his
the
business
W.
L.
C.
L.
Price and
Fred Ballard,
painful periods by using these wafer
Hemming, all from Colorado Springs. which he founded and has maintained Safe and sure at all times.
large
number of years goes withThey started on a New Mexican trip for a
Avoid worthless substitutes by purlast Monday and went to Santa Fe by out saying.
chasing only from our agent
way of Ha ton, Cimarron and Elizabeth-towParis Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., ImCoughs and colds, down to the very
and over the range, coming borderland of consumption, yield to porters.
back by way of the railroad, making
W. T. Walton, prescription druggist,
the soothing, healing Influences of Dr.
the trip in nine hours. They stopped Wood's Norway Pine Syrup.
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., aole agent
at the Castaneda and left after dinner
on their trip north.
They also e
for Bernalillo countr
Subscribe for Toe Citizen.
11-1-

H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

e

91-5-

Thos- F.

dry-good-

n

Keleher
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Thursday evening. May 14. Mrs. HenDuring the five Innings that Ford was
In the box two Santa Fe Pacific boys ry Rramlette will give a supper, the proLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
crossed the home plate, but had he ceeds of which are to go to the Afribeen accorded proper support by the can Methodist Episcopal church. The
short stop he would have shut them supper will be served In the Armljo
out without a run. Rhodes, the Mea- building, west of the Grant Hock and
tonight.
Central Labor union
dow city boy, twirled the last four In- 25 cents will be charged.
Have yon hung that May basket?
o
nings annd struck out eight men. He
Call around and see the nice patJ. B. Wilson has returned to Win-slo- has a speedy delivery and plenty of
curve. Charlie Vorhes had an off day , terns suitable for ladies' skirts, made
"Ariz.
the regular first from pure New Mexico wool by the Rio
Richard Dunn, a Meadow city man, at short, and so did
Fe Pacifies. Grande Woolen mills; goods on sale at
baseman
of
Santa
the
.is here today.
Both the backstops. Wilson and Stev- Trom $2 a yard up. Simon Stern, the
J. B. Neale, of Greenville, South
ens, did good work. The score by in- Railroad avenue clothier.
is looking over the Duke city nings:
For 8ale.
today,
12 3 456789
Complete contractors' outfit, 20 head
1 4 1 n
12
1
4
Browns
R. L. Baca, the Santa Fe represenhorses, single and double harness, wa0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1
tative returned to the Ancient yester- S. F. P
gons, carts, scrapers, etc. Enquire of
day.
Margaret Monahan, administratrix, at
Students, 6; Professors, 4.
Ruby house.
A good sized crowd saw the game
Dr. George A. Dorsey, the ethnologist, Is at the Alvarailo today. Me between the University of New Mexico
We have obtained the agency for
came In from California and will leave students and the professors on Saturproducts of the new Rio Grande
the
obtain-abl- e
for Chicago tonight.
day afternoon
at the University Woolen mills. Woolens In the piece
exciting,
grounds.
very
was
game
The
A. E. Macomlier,
the well known
suitable for suits and ladies, skirts
land and timber attorney of Williams, and promptly at 3:110 the faculty team and leather suits, now on sale at our
Arizona, who was here yesterday, re- threw off their dignity with their coats store. Simon Stern, the Railroad aveand took their places In the field to nue clothier.
turned west last night.
play a five inning game. At the end
Men's Working Shoes tmm... .91.38 to $2.75
H. J. Render, one of the best known the score was a tie, 4 to 4. Two moiv
ATTENTION I
Man's Dress Shoes.
92. OO to 94. OO
engineers on the Santa Fe Pacific, Is innings were played and the students
Piano Buyers.
Men's Canvas Shoes from .... 91 .1 8 to 91 .SO
slowly recovering from a slightly knocked the base ball aspirations out
.. Piano Bargains!
Piano Bargains!
Men's Low Shoes from
91. IS to 93. OO
sprained right ankle.
gamo.
of the professors by winning the
Within the past four months we
Women's Shoes from
91 .SO to 93. BO
The private car of Paul Morton, vice The game was certainly the most en- have sold and delivered two car loads
Women's Oxfords
90c to 93. SO
president of the Santa Fe system, joyable ever witnessed on the local of pianos. A number of customers
Women's Sliopers
OSc to 93. OO
went through this morning with Mr. diamond. A number of pretty youn;i who purchased new pianoa from us
Child, en's Shoes
8Scto 92.2S
women were present and the profess exchanged oi l or slightly used pianos
Morton aboard, en route for Chicago.
ors and students were thus spurred on as part payment. It is these used piaFred W. Rockwell, of the lumber to do their best. The heroes of the nos we are now offering at exception0
firm of Sanger. Rockwell & Co., stop- game were Professors Tight, Hodgin
ally low figures In order to clean out
ped over a day In this city, en route to and Walker
and they showed no little and reduce our stock and make room
the Pacific coast. He continued west- ability in the way they played ball and this month for another car load. If
ward last night.
they may have Inducements to ent"r you have a child whom you desire to
educate In music, an accomplishment
The Woman's Relief Corps will meet some big league team.
In regular session at Knights of Py
for any youni? man or woman worth
WANTED Young lady as cashier; many times the cost' In time and
COFFEE OR TEA?
thias hall Tuesday afternoon promptly
at 2 o'clock. Initiation. By order of must understand Spanish. S. Benja- money required to learn, and you do
the president. Temperance Whltcomb, min & Co.
not feel able at this time to pay three
o
which is to your liking? PerhapB you secretary.
or five hundred dollars for a new pia
We have in union label tohacoes:
no why not cail on us or write for fur- like hoth one for breakfast and dinSantiago Baca and son, Bernardino,
Duke of York smoking,
ner; the other for luuncheon or supper' left this afternoon with a wagonload
their Information regarding these pia
Suncured Plug Cut,
nos, which Include good squares and
In either ease we are bound to suit you
of general merchandise for the little
Lucky
Strike,
uprights, all the way from $25 up to
because there's, no better tea or coffee town of Tijeras, near Camp Whltcomb,
Miners and Pudlers,
$165, a number of which we will guar
in town at th prices we ask. All we
where they will open a store, and will
Martin's Navy Plug,
antee in every way. If you intend to
ask is a trial.
also run In connection with it a saloon.
High Court Plug,
buy a piano some day and do not feel
Nerve Navy Plug,
The Italian band rendered a pleasing
able to buy a new one, and some memGlobe Plug.
concert last evening at Robinson park.
ber of your household Is now old
These brands are all good tobaccoes enough to take up music do not lose
and it was enjoyed by a large number
!
i l. '
lew
of people. The benches were crowded and are made hy Independent union the most valuable year when you can
Successor to J. L. Bell & Co.
and the grounds, too. The program factories. H. Westerfeid & Bro., 207 place an Instrument with a good tone
rendered was printed in Saturday's Railroad avenue.
and action in your home at the low
.Nos. 118 and 120 South Second St.
o
prices we are now quoting on pianos
citizen.
Woman's Exchange removal sale
deciding not to buy
A. J. Sampson, the representative oi For the next ten days we will sell our At least, before
First Street Natatorlum.
call and give us ten minutes of your
The First street natatorlum
la the American Beet Sugar company, health foods at reduced rates.
time. That Is all we will ask of you.
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
open every day from 10 a. m. to 10 who is here securing )alorers for har- Two packages Malta Vita
25c of you. Hall ft Learnard, 208 South
vesting
AlvaIs
the beets.
sick at the
p. m. Ladles and gentlemen will And
25c Second street.
Two packages Granola
15c
this resort first class In all its appoint- rado. Nat Greene, an old friend, sent Caramel Cereal. 1 package
run a modern Hospital Am
25c
ments. Tuesday nights will be reserved a physician to Bee the patient this Graham Crackers, 2 boxes. . .
Patronize home Industry get a suit
balance Day and Night
35c made from the products of the new
Fruit crackers, 2 boxes
for private parties If engaged on or be morning.
Other foods in proportion.
fore the previous Saturday. For terms
Woolens In the piece
woolen mills.
Win. Mclntyre, a successful sheep
apply at the office.
Flagstaff, Arizona, was here Woman's Exchange, 323 South Second and measures taken at Simon Stern's,
of
raiser
Prompt and Careful Service
street.
o
the Railroad avenue clothier.
yesterday, and consulted with several
D. WEILLER A CO.,
o
...
says
Mr.. Mclntyre
local Bheepmen.
It you need screenwork have It done
Agents for the finest brands of sta
the country around Flagstaff and esBOTH PHONES.
pie groceries In the territory.
The pecially up In the mountains was nev- by the Phoenix Dlanlng mill, Gold avenue.
Qold avenue grocers.
North Second St
On diamonds, watches or any good
er better for sheep raising than now.
security. Great bargains In watches
In
pianos
loads'
four
Two
sold
car
of
Just received a targe assortment of
There will be a regular meeting of
every description.
art squares and rugs. Albert Faber, G. K. Warren post No. 6, held In months by Hall & Learnard, the larg- of
A. H. YANOW
MONEY TO LOAN
Grant building.
Grant hall, Tuesday evening. May 12 est southwestern house.
209 South Second street, a few doors
All comrades
On diamonds, watches, etc., or any
north of postofflce.
Cabbages and onions at F. F. Trot- at 8 o'clock sharp.
LEMP'S STANDARD
should be present as we wish to make At the North Pole Saloon only. Second
.good security ( also household goods ter's.
arrangements for Decoration day. J. street, near postofflce.
stored with me;" strictly confidential.
OOOOOOOODOOOOOOOD0
Screen work done by the Phoenix W. Edwards. P. C; W. W. McDonald,
Highest cash price paid for household
o
a
There will be a meeting of the ladies
LARGE OR SMALL BUNOLE8
planing mill, Gold avenue.
adjutant.
gocds. Automatic 'phone 120.
o
O
of St. John's Guild Wednesday after- O
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue,
Frank H. Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs. noon at the rectory at 3 o'clock. A OOOOOOOOOODOOOOOO
For piano bargains call at Hall &
o
George
wife
Moore,
H.
with
his
and
Learnard's.
full attendance Is requested; election
BREAD, CAKES, PIES.
daughter arrived here this morning of officers.
you
If
need screenwork have It done and will remain for several weeks to
Home maoe bread, canes and pies,
A most enjoyabfe time guaranteed
fresh from the oven every day. Brown by the Phoenix planing mill, Gold ave- enjoy a well deserved vacation. Frank
is now conductor on the
all who will attend concert and dance
bread and baked beans, Yankee style, nue.
on Saturdays. Wagon will call In any
down In Mexico, running be- at Orchestrion hall tonight. Berry-Devln- e
& Leanard keep all their pianos railroad
part of tbe.elty., Mrs. Akers, 151 In Hall
Cruz and Pueblo.
tween
Vera
orchestra will furnish the mutune free for one year and will make
outh Serend street, Bell 'Phone 113. every promise
sic.
of
a
O.
member
of
Mrs.
wife
Gioml.
guarantee
good.
'
and
.
the wholesale liquor firm of Bachechi
A Square Piano.
Hall & Learnard have no dissatisfied & Co., who was over In Italy the past Suits to Order From Woolens Made by
the Rio Grande Woolen Mills.
If you do not feel able to purchase a customers, which Is worth considering few months visiting relatives and
are now showing the products of
We
new upright piano tor your children to when about to place your order for a friends, returned to the city last night,
the new woolen mill of this city, and
learn, on, why not purchase a good piano.
leaving her children in Italy to attend taking measures for suits, made of
square piano from Hall & Learnard
Boys' brash and duck suits In Nor- - school. Louis Bambini, the 7 year old pure new mixed wool; nearly a hunWe will take it back In exchange for
folks,
sailors and double breasted. In son of Mr. and Mrs. O. Bambini, came dred different pctterns; we guarantee
a new upright any time within one
white,
blue and brown; handsomely across the Atlantic ocean with Mrs. fit and style. Simon Stern, the Railyear. See us ahout ft.
Giomi, and was met at the local depot road avenue clothier.
of shorts, collars, cuffs, handkerchiefs,
trimmed, $1.60 to $2.60.
SIMON
by his mother, who was delighted besocks, underwear and the like receive
Do you want a piano? If so call at STERN, the Railroad avenue clothier.
yond expression to see him. The little
Teas I Teas
equal attention from us. Don't Imag
Hall it Learnard's, that Is about all
New Pattern Hats
Coffee I Coffees! I
fellow was lorn In Italy and cannot
ine that we neglect or slight small
that Is necessary.
Always fresh at D. Welter & Co. packages of things you want
Just received and on sale today. To speak English, but he will soon pick
laundered
see them will be to buy them, at up the language.
the Gold avenue grocers.
we do our best on one collar or a
Low shoes and sandals will give O'Brien
312
Sisters,
West
Railroad
dozen.
comfort to your tired feet and at the avenue.
Nathan Bartb, who was lambing and
DO YOU EAT?
same time look neat and dressy. We
shearing his flocks in the Zunl mounIf so call on D. Welller ft Co. Their
have the latest styles and a full astains, was summoned to the city in re- groceries are always fresh. Gold ave
For Sale.
sortment of sizes ranging in price
We now have a number of square sponse to a telegram announcing the nue, between First and Second streets,
from 65 cents to $3.50. You are re- pianos on hand all of which must be dangerous illness of his wife, who is
o
Screenwork done by the Phoenix
spectfully invited to call and examine sold to make room for new stock. If sojourning in Los Angeles. On reachthem at C. May's popular priced shoe you want a bargain see Hall ft Learn- ing the city late yesterday afternoon, planing mill, Gold avenue.
ack of Postofflce.
store, 208 West Railroad avenue.
ard about It.
he found waiting him here another tel
egram, stating that Mrs. Bartb. was
-much better and to wait further adyou
if
ant to know what stylish men will wear this 8ea"0. ask
09TKOPATHY NBVKR P0I90N9
vices. Mr. Barth has wired for the
to
see
Stein
nobby
Block
cloths."
H
latest newe regarding the illness of his
Body
Tho
Botter Without Drug:
wife, and If she continues to improve
m Rational Definition of Oaieopathy T
Qlvo
You
Can
he will return to his ranch; but. otherwise, he will take the first train to
Osteopathy Is a system of theraputics, based upon a thorough knowlLos Angeles.
edge of anatomy and physiology, enabling the practitioner to look
upon the body as a perfect living, automatlo machine. There are more
BASE BALL.
We have just received
defective spines on earth than paupers. Get your spines In good shape
Browns Defeat Santa Fe Pacifies by 12
a fall line of oxfords for
and your chances for health will be good.
to 3 Students Wallop Promen and boys
4.
6
to
fessors
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D. O.
Manager Berry promised a good
Walkover Vicl Oxfords 93. BO
game of base ball for Sunday afterWalkover Enameled Oxfords. . . .
noon at the fair grounds, and his pre.. . 94.00
diction was carried out to the letter In 9(SiS.lSlSlS(01CiSlSlC19ISfilS19ffil9tfilfilSiStSI01QISk
the game between the Browns and 5
Walkover Calf
93. BO
Santa Fe Pacifies.
Pingree Patent Vici Ox folds....
STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING
The game was lively and Interesting
:...... 9s.oo
some
finish,
and
to
start
from
the
Floitheim Patent Colt Oxfords
good pitching talent was shown that
9B.OO
should land the young twiners in tne
Boys' Oxfords, Very Swell, Sizes
big league teams. The First Regiment
1 to 5
92.80
band was present and rendered inspirwho is a graduate of the Smith business College, at Paducah,
ing music during the contest.
Ky., has fitted up parlors at
North Third street,
Vnuni Ford, who Is the son of the
and Men's
Quaker doctor, pitched five Innings for
where she; will teach STENOGRAPHY AND Typewriting to
the Browns and did right smart work,
both day and night pupils. All desiring to fit themselves
and displayed unusual cleverness In
for general office work call and see her.
the base ball line which ought to bring
hlra a fat salary some day If he
chooses to follow this occupation.

Je.

Under Garments for
Warm Weather Wear

Car-olinn-

Seasonable Shoes at
Reasonable Prices...

i

03

The best values

for the price

Spring Heel Slippers and Low Shoes
In All Sizes

F. F. TBOTTEB

Our stock of Underwear is complete. It comprises
more rtyles than we have ever shown before cotton,
wool and silk in various gradesand weights. Further,
our underwear is made to fit, and to hold its shape.
The prices are considerably lower than usual. Compare and see.

SI.OO Suit
Hulhrixiran, litfht and black
ribbed blue and brown.

-

S1.50 Suit
Light weight

wool

and

S2.50 Suit
Light weight wool, grey and
brown. French balbriggan.

S3 and S4 Suits
cot- -

ton mixed.

Fancy
pink.

silk-whi-

blue and

te,

Straw Hats, largest assortment
town, from SOc to SI 5 each

In

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ir

E. L POST & CO.
HARDWARE
Best Grades...
Cotton add Rubber
Carden Hose

rOM0NEY10L0AN

201-21-

Inter-Oceani-

Hose Nozzles

Lawn flowers
Lawn Rakes
A

COnPLETE LINE OF
GARDEN TOOLS.

c

Just Received a New Lot of 8 Day
Striking Clocks of Gilbert Make.

f

1 1

ONLY

ONLY

02 .SO

02.5O

Imperial Laundry

ln)(G)GS
j j

I'

J

WE SELL MORE CLOCKS THAN ALL OTHER HOU9E9
BECAU8E OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT.

S. VANN

Have You Seen That Case of

Fine Mechanical Tools

V

in Our Window

.

if f starrett's.

Miss L. M. Johnston

Boy'

TENNIS SHOES

E. L. WASHBURN

SON,

JEWELERS

j

-

&

n

We Also Carry a Larg Stock of

Carpenters' Tools
and

Builders' Hardware

H3j

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST

cold avenue.

-

